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COB pumps
up personal
interaction
\u

SGA forms
student senate
committees
The Student Government
Association has announced
three student senate ad hoc
committees for the duration of
the 2002-'03 academic year.
According to an Oct 21 press
release, these committees
include Elections Reform,
Constitution
Reform
and
Information Technology.
The release stated. "The aim
of these committees is to offer
solutions to improve the [SGA]
and the student experience at
JMU in these three key areas."
The Elections Reform ad hoc
committee will be responsible
for identifying discrepancies
and revising current election
guidelines for the SGA.
The Constitution Reform ad
hoc cornmittee will consider the
clarity and accuracy of the current
SGA constitution and bylaws, n\ommend changes of them and
consider possible structural
changes within the SGA.
The Information Technology
Affairs ad hoc committee is
formed to improve communication between the students and
the information technology
department and to optimize
JMU's Internet connection.
For more information on the
ad hoc committees \ is.it
sga.jmu.edu/il affairs/index or contact SGA Senate Pro Tempore
Matthew Gray at x8-6376.
— compiled from staff reports

DAVE NORMAN

staff writer

A JMU
faculty team
authored a book and a new
course, COB 202, with the goal
erf giving business students
interpersonal skills.
First begun by Assistant
Professor of management
Suzanne de Janasz in the fall
semester of 1998, the course
v* ,is implemented into the
College of Business' core classes, or the courses that are
required before admittance
into the College of Business.

66Unfortunately
[interpersonal skills
are] where many
college graduates are
found lacking.
— Suzanne de Jinasz
assistant professor of management

9VBoth were bom out of a
request from the college's
Executive Advisory Council of
business leaders from across the
country that include companies
such
as
KPMC,
Price
Waterhouse
Coopers
and
Marriott,
among
others.
Interpersonal Skills was brought
on to help business students
with important social skills.
Companies from across the
nation "asked if we could do
something about it, and we
did," de Janasz said.
The Interpersonal Skills class
was meant to develop social
skills in the business world.
Business leaders from across the
nation "asked if we could do
something about it, and we
did," de Janasz said.
"Unfortunately, that's where
many college graduates are
found lacking," de Janasz said
The course, 21 sections ot
which are offered this fall, originally was implemented in the
fall of 1998. That semester, they
used supplementary resources
such as a course pack and a textbook, de Janasz said.
Along with felk>w COB colleagues Beth Z. Schneider and
Karen O. Dowd, de Janasz wrote
Interpersonal
Skills
in
Organizations," published in
2002. "The book was created due
to the fact that there was not a lot
out there on the topic; students
were complaining because' ■
number of books were being
used for the course."
In an Oct. 21 press release, de
lanasz said the advent of the
computer age has created a generation of technically pnrficient
see COB. page 5

BRIAN COKmiaafphiminrlitr
Mark Obenshaln (right) ea»t the lone dissenting vote against raiting tuition midyear at the BOV meeting Friday.

BOV raises tuition $170 to offset budget cuts
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON AND
MATT LIBERATI

news editor and contributing writer
The Board of Visitors raised tuition
$170 next semester for all undergraduate
students, cut JMU's budget SI h million
and didn't layoff any faculty at their
Executive Committee meeting Friday
"We're wrestling with a pretty
extreme problem," board membci Hill
l.isien said, while hearing the university's budget woes, as presented by
President Unwood H. Rose and Charles
W King Jr., senior vice president for
administration and finance. "This is a
very dreary discussion in here."
The committee voted 5-1 for the
administration's proposal, which permanently makes in-state tuition $2,314
and out-of-statc niition $5,906, while
promising to maintain all the available
classes for next semester. According to
Rose, "We wanted to do everything n ■
could to maintain course availability fo
next semester."
The decision follows the governor cutting JMU's budget 10.4 percent, or $5.4
million Tuesday. It also follows the
University of Virginia and George Mason
University voting to temporarily raise
their tuitions midyear, with surcharges,
rather than permanent tuition hikes
According to King, because JMU's
budget is personnel-driven — 80 percent
of the budget provides paychecks and
salary benefits — the tuition hike was
necessary to keep from firing more than

70 part-time faculty who teach 275 sections of classes, which would cut 7,000
classroom spots for students. According
to the office of admissions Web site,
JMU's average class size is 30, and the
student to professor ratio is 17:1.
"I don't like the prospect of balancing
our budget on the backs of students and
parents," board
member
Mark
Obenshain said, as the lone dissenting
vote. He said he opposed the tuition
hike because the full board hadn't been
given ,i .h.ince to look ai the proposal,
auxiliary funds might be able to be
reduced instead of raising tuition, he
wanted to hear about other options and
the raise shouldn't be permanent.
"Maybe there's a different way to skin
this cat, rather than making it a tuition
increase for all time to come," he said.
Douglas T. Brown, vice president for
academu att.itrs. said, "The $170 tuition
increase is really a drop in the bucket.
This past year I lost 80 faculty members.
They frankly didn't feel appreciated.
$170 is almost too little too late We need
to take much more substantial action."
Michael Smilowitz, faculty representative to the board, agreed. "There's no
question the proposal is certainly a minimum of what needs to be done." he
said, adding that this is the second year
professors have not received travel
money to attend conferences.
As part of the $1.6 million being cut
from the budget. King said equipment,
travel and professional development are

Minutemen stop Dukes
JMU's frustrations
continue in loss
sports editor

Frustrated.
Crushed.
Those are just a few of the
words that could describe the
Dukes as the
cannon
fiahirdav

uM

«8

14
ball game
Saturday.
IfyHJ
J
IMU failed
on several
opportunities lo tie the game in the final
minute.
allowing
the
Lniversity of Massachusetts to
hold on to a 14-7 win.
With just over one minute
left, JMU found itself with a
fourth down and two situation.
Freshman quarterback Jayson
see HOMECOMING, page H

being cut, as well as leaving vacant positions vacant and closing two generalpurpose computer labs.
According to Mark J. Warner, senioi
vice president for student affairs and
university planning and analysis, UREC
and College Center hours will be
reduced, the Leadership Development
Office is being abolished and several
summer high school programs have
been eliminated.
Student Government Association

LAURA DEAN
ueranstvs aneman Doran Davis reaches as ratteWrt sophoouarterback Matt LeZotte (left) scrambles Saturday.

Muscle building
supplement
evaluated for
usage, dangers

set BOV, page 5

JMU Tuition Increases
$5,736

$5,906

Total increas*:
$170 par
WTwtler

$2.1* |U

in-itatB out-of-stafe
I before tuition increase
latter tuition increase
SARAH STANrrZ/nmrtlrj editor

Former physics major
talks on medical career
BY COLLEEN SCHORN

BY DREW WILSON

rdtloo?

Lew: 43

contributing writer
Medical doctor and former
JMU physics major discussed
his work as an anesthesiologist
Friday afternoon in Miller Hall.
Richard
Hetherington
('80) gave a lecture on
"Physics and Medicine: What
1 learned in 20 years."
Hetherington,
who
received a bachelor of science
degree from JMU and went on
to become a doctor of osteopathy and an anesthesiologist
was named the JMU physics
alumnus ol the year. For about
an hour and a half, he told an
audience of around 40 students
and faculty about the past 20
years of his life.
"Anesthesiologists
are
experts in postoperative pain
control, who use effective and
safe medicines and techniques
to eliminate or reduce pain

after surgery," Hetherington
said. He stressed the importance of comforting the patient
before surgery. An anesthesiologist must be able to discuss
the patient's fear and anxiety,
be reassuring and also point
out the risks of surgery, according to Hetherington.
see DOCTOR, page 5

senior writer
Body builders use it. Other
athletes use it Even people
looking to put on a few pounds
may use it. But before rushing
to pick up a bottle of creatine.
doctors say its recommended
usage and potential effects
should be considered.
"Creatine is a nitrogen-containing compound ... |and the]
main function is release of energy," said Jen Bowe, a nutrition
analyst at UREC. "[It| quickly
replenishes energy in a muscle
that is rapidly contracting."
Creatine is found mostly in
the muscles of the body but can
be obtained from foods such as
meats and fish, she said.
Additionally, according to
Bowe, many people take creatine as a dietary suppkroent to
build muscle mass or to
improve their athletic performance. This is based on the "theory that if one ingests more creatine, they will store more creatine and therefore have more to
use during activity, thus
improving
performance,"
Bowe said.

-66
...[the] main function
(of creatine) is release
ofenergy.
— Jen Bowe
nutnlion analyst. UREC

99
During laboratory tests, creatine use has been shown to
improve repeated, high intensity, or anaerobic, exercise. Bowe
said. However, use of the supplement has not been shown to
increase
performance
of
endurance activities, she said.
Rochelle lightner, a nutrition manager at UREC, supBRIAN CCrKf-Klaag pHnotnipher

Richard Hetherington speaks.

see CREATINE. page 5
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 28
• Snuil
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30

Sun .von Group uniting will be hold at 7

• The JML' College Democrats are holding their weekly
meeting at 7 p.m. in Taylor 311. ft* more information, e-mail
liiazlm or visit imu.edu/or:>>fi/wun$tte>iiocratf..

p in t. ontad hll lor more inIo.it *8-3407or rupperja.
• Student* A^nibi SwMtahoM meet*at 7:30p.m.im the
(ourth floor of Wanvn Hall (airport lounge) Contact rVniMv

• Alternative Spring Break international trip sign ups at 7
a.m. in Wilson 204.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Kyra of Tfie Breeze at jhipafikc with the information
(e\'ent. date, location* contact info, etc.)

• EQUAL, JML"> women's righti organization, meeti at 6
p.m. in lay lor 303 Fof more information, e-mail Blu at

3

JMU Smoke Out

3

OPINION
Minute portion of student
body polled

6

Faux lears taken over by real ones

6

Darts and pals

6

Avoiding protesting causes own peril 7

pnutqmNnjahoc
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for
a Thursday issue.

• Student Virginia Education Association meeting will be
held at 7:15 p.m. in ISAT 236. All education minors can
become members. A guest presenter will be speaking about
portfolios and College of Education lanyards will be sold
foi $5

Homecoming festivities

Halloween haunts bank in spotlight

7

Campus spotlight: Who was a
better dad. Jesse Katsopolis or
Joey Gladstone?

7

LEISURE
Crossword and horoscope

8
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WEATHER

POLICE LOG

Keeping track

9

STYLE

Ri SHARON BI \ MCNBI
potict log nportt'
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A JMU student was involved
altercation with several individuals
the parking lot on the west side ol
Ikenberry Hall Oct 24 at 2:35 a.m.
resulting in minor injuries.

Today
Underage Possession of Alcohol
Joseph P. Morahan III. 18, ol
Midlothian.was arrested and charged
with underage possession ol alcohol in
the parking deck Oct 24 at 10 p.m.

Cloudy
High 55 Low 43
High

William A Geann, 18, ol Arlington,
In other matters, campus police report
was arrested and charged with underthe following:
. ^age possession ol alcohol in White
Hall Oct 24 at 11:50p.m
Possession of Marijuana
Sean A Rath, 19. ol Lincroft N.J.,
Number of parking tickets issued
was arrested and charged with posbetween Oct. 14 and Oct 20: 890
session ol marijuana in Dingledine

11
11
11

Low

Talent jams up Wilson Hall

Tuesday

Rainy

54

45

Static Union

12

Wednesday

Showers

60

44

Style Weekly

12

Thursday

Partly Cloudy

55

29

Friday

Partly Cloudy

48

SPORTS

28

MARKET WATCH

Hall Oct 24 at 10 40pm

Frying high on X-treme air
Nudity hits quad with streakers

Volleyball vs UNC-W

13

Mens soccer vsVCU

13

Club ol the month

13

a or ctoae en Frtay. Octtber 25.2007

timber of drunk in public charges
since Aug 26 42
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CLASSIFIEDS

CORRECTIONS

How lo place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified. $10
per column inch.
Deadlines noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday lor Thursday issue.
Classilieds must be pax! in advance m The
Breeze office

Hair Corral
NO Waiting In
Barber Shop

The title of John Clayton's book is "Flora
Virgmica." This information was incorrectly reported m the Oct, 24 issue. The
Breeze regrets the error

"Shenandcah Valley's Hair Care Specialists"
alssasi

$6.00 HAIRCUTS
Complete Line of
Hair Products
"Walk-Ins Welcome

2291 Evelyn Byrd Avenue
Harrisonburg. Virginia 22801
1540)434-3831 • 1-800-545-3348
Fax 1540)432-0518

Ifcn-Fri 7im-5:30pm
Ta 7im-7pm
Sat 7am_4pm

Tanning Beds Year-Round
Manicure Spa
Pedicure Spa

^.?r
^ii"<

Wo accost all Local Checks I major Credit Cards

Massanutten Resort

SKI FOR FREE!
Now hiring for Ski Season
(Decembei through March)
Lift Attendants, Snow Tubing Attendants, Rental Shop
Attendants. Instructors, Cashiers, Telephone
Operators. Retail Shop, and Food Service
Free Mid-Week Skiing. Renial Equipment, and Lessons lor Working Only 20 Hours Per Week
Stop by the Ski Office Mon-Frt 830 am to 4.30 pm to till out an application

289-4954

U&up ffftllocuwi \ftwkiwrffK
The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor
You may reach me at 540-438-1000

71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES

Costume
>i Rental
Wigs
Masks
Beards
Glasses
Hat.
Teeth
Wings
Costumes
Pimp Jewelry

187 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg
434-8272
9:30-5:00
Monday
thru
Saturday

Qfen,$' parr prfr« ffi*

MONDAY, OCT.

"[He was) a plain-spoken
fellow who did his best for
his state and for his
country."

Homecoming 2002
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A spirited student body
combined with great weather made Homecoming
weekend a success.

W. BUSH
U.S. President

GEORGE

M. ptcturtt MOW

Mt story Mow

JMU partakes in Homecoming festivities
"Put Up Your Dukes

II ss U KERMA\ii.'mri/ii,riii«r**irnv»rr

AUDREY WIIJ.IAMS/imvv f**«rup*rr
Members of Student Ambassador* pump up the crowd Friday at the Homecoming parade. The annual parade, which started
In front of Hanson Hall and continued on Bluestone and Carrier Drives, featured several JMU organizations decorating their
floats In purple and gold. "The parade Is always exciting; organizations always put to much effort Into their floats," senior
Student Spirit Committee member Ryan Chrlsman said. Winners of the float decorating contest were announced at
Saturday's football game against the University of Massachusetts, which JMU lost, 14-7.

Juniors Annie Provencher (left) and Sarah Fletcher watch
the acts on stage at "Sunset on the Quad." JMU a capella
groups and other entertainers performed from 5 to 8 p.m.
Wednesday, as part of Homecoming week. Q101-FM deejay
Jesyca Forrest hosted the event.

Caught in the glare: the fixation of celebrity trials
\4... Celebrities will often get a presumption of innocence ...
;

BY MIMI AVISS

Los Angeles rimes

As October drifts toward the
' delights of Halloween, baseball
bun focus on the World Santa.
I elehrit\-\\at. hers ha\e the
Winoni Ryder trial They can't
.count on a regular leaaon oJ
play, Mil tuch trials are a major
spectator sport nonetheless
(, elchntv trials are as polarizing as ketchup on cottage
cheats Hani) Sdhlelft chairman and chief executive of
I ourt IV, Hid "B»Ch trial is I
.small soap opera. Our viewers
;c-nliir love the plainhfi or love
•their lawyers or hate the defendant or mt defendant*! law yew
I'.. iple feel passionate, one way
;<ir the other."
[he Oonatnntl among experienced trial watchers is that
btyder, racing thne felony
founts, hat been ovutUiaifad
;I)an Abrams. NIX - chief legal
-Com-.pondenl and hotl Oi I In
t Abrams Report" on MSNBC,
'for the last II' vears haj covered

even iRejot celebrity trial. "The
pnisecutor-, sometimes do come
down harder on celebrities, he
tajd They deny it. but they do.
There is no question that
Winona Ryder is being 'reatod
mom harshly than an everyday
(alleged) shoplifter."

-44The prosecutors...
come down harder on
celebrities.
— Dan Abrams
chief legal corespondent. NBC

59
Sandi Gibbons, a spokeswoman tor the Loe Angeles
district attorneys' office, said.
"This case has been handled
like any other case of its type"

Abrams said, "Depending
on who they are. celebrities
will often get a presumption of
innocence that defendant X, Y
or Z doesn't get. Jurors don't
want to believe that a celebrity
they like committed a crime. If
a celebrity has a bad reputation, that can hurt them with
juries too."
In I.os Angeles, celebrities
really can get juries ot then
peers Producer Peter Guber
was
in
the
courthouse
Thursday on jury duty and
was called as part of the Ryder
panel. He said, "I have about
as much chance of getting on
this jury as the man in the
moon. I only made three pictures with the lady."
Celebrity trials can create
their own celebrities, who
become heroes or villains
(Either can get book contracts
and wind up with their own
talk shows.) Linda Deutsch, the
dean of trial reporters and the
legal affairs correspondent for

Associated Pass, said, "The
prosecutor in the Manson trial
capitalized on it. The Sam
Sheppard trial set the stage for F.
Lee Bailey's career, jury consultants have made their mark
more recently. The talking
heads, experts and commentators were all a pnxiuct of the
OJ. Simpson case."
When Ryder appeared in
court last week, the proceedings weren't much more compelling than watching corn
flakes get soggy. Yet the digest
of events presented
that
evening on Entertainment
Tonight /Access Hollywood/F!
News Daily, etc.. acquired a
slickly
packaged
gloss.
Audiemes ujad kg CaaMMoad
episodes of "Law & Order"
expect no less. "Fictional courtroom dramas are a highlights
reel of a process th.it is slow
and complex," Schleiff said.
"The wheels of justice move
slowly. Reality doesn't take
place in 30 minutes '

_44
/ have about as much
chance of getting on
this jury as the man in
the moon.
-Peter Guber
jun duty panel member. Winona
Ryder tnal

The star of the latest real
courtroom drama, doe-cved
and waiflike, fits no one's idea
of a public enemy. The tad that
she had prvscriptum painkillers
in her purse wlien the sjsh.ned
around Saks department store
in Beverly Hills probably
helped her CaM I .ins would
rather see her as stoned, or confused by debilitating pain than
soberly in the wrong
Accusing
Ryder
of
shoplifting is akin to busting
Hugh Grant for employing a

hooker. It's wicked fun to
talk about these cases in
which no one was killed, no
great tragedy occurred. Both
incidents are embarrassing
and titillating, but the future
of the republic hardly rests
on their prosecution. In an
overtaxed criminal justuc
system, the question of how
resources should be allocated looms. It costs $9,459 a
day to run a criminal trial,
according to a Superior
Court spokesperson.
Director Roman Polanski.
who fled the United States
after pleading guilty to one
count of having sex with a
minor, became neither a personal nor a professional pariah Robert Downey |r received
enough votes from his peers
for an Emmy nomination alter
repeated arrests for possessing
drugs. Celebrities have been
able to redeem themselves
from almost everything short
of cannibalism.

Minnesota senator, seven
others die in plane crash
BY RICHARD SIMON AND
STEPHANIE SIMON

Los Angeles Times

Monday: Carnival on the commons
11 a.m.-2p.m.
Tuesday: Hollywood Squares
6:30 - 8:30p.m.
College Center Ballroom
Wednesday: REACH program by peer educators
7 p.m.
Highlands Room next to Festival

HIM I'll Mil I S,r.,,.-,,(.,,n,u-,...•/.!

Minnesota Senator Paul
Wellstone, a leading liberal
Voice in Congress who was
Uxrked in a tight re-eloctum campaign, was killed in a plane
crash in his home state Friday,
along with his wile, daughter
and five others.
His death II days before
the Nov. S election — coming
as Democrats thought he was
gaining the upper hand in the
race — could have major
repercussions on the battle for
the Senate. Democrats curn-ntly have a one-seat majority.
and the Minnesota race is one
of a handful expected to determine which party controls tin
Senate next year
State
law
allows
the
Democrats to substitute a
name on the ballot up to four
days before the election.

Former Vice President Waller
F. Mondale. who previouslv
represented Minnesota in the
Senate, la ■ prominent name
under consideration

Wellstone, 58, was on his
way to the funeral of a state lawmaker's father when the twinengine plane went down in I
light
snow
in
northern
Minm'sota Ihe cms,' ol tincrash, including the possibility
of icing on Ihe wings, is under

investigation. All eight people
OK board died, including three
staff members and two pilots.
Wellstone, in one ot Ins last
votes, opposed the Senate resolution p,lss,\l earlier tills month
authorizing President Bush to
use military torce against lr.u|
\- Hraj typical during much of
his Senate tenure. Wellstone
found himself very much in the
minority on the issue; the resolution passed. 77 to 23.
But Wellstone was wellliked by partisan friend and
toe alike and widely respected
for his commitment to his
political pellets
Bush took note of that in
paying tnhute to Wellstone, calling Mm a "man of deep convictions, a plain-spoken fellow
who did his best for his state
and tor his country."
Sen. Tom Harkin pausing
sn- MINNESOTA, page 5
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Can you afford NOT
to advertise in
The Breeze?
$$$$$$$$$

James Madison University
students will spend
$133.3 million this year.

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

$$$$$$$$$

James Madison University
employees will spend
$31.2 million.

Eat In
Kitchen

Great Room

$$$$$$$$$

The Breeze reaches those students and
employees. With 22.000 in readership.
The Breeze is distributed free of charge
throughout the JMU community twice
each week. This is the most effective way
to reach this powerful market...

Can you afford NOT to advertise
in The Breeze?
These figures are based on 1995 statistics from
the James Madison University Office of Institutional
Research, and have been adjusted for inflation.

Deck or Patio

4 'Bedroom Toumfiomes,
Individual Leases,
and ligommate
Situations avaiCaBCe

Pheasant ffain toumfiomes t=t
VJ

IOUMISIMM

(Xfowiwrr

Open Monday • Friday 10am-5pm
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net,
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on

i@Q.®®feOn.com

MONDAY, OCT.
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COB teaches course in social skills Creatine assessed
COB, from page 1
students who aren't accustomed to working either in
ten* or, frequently, even on a
OM-t(M)M b.isis. She added
that preparing students like
this to work with others and
operate within I team structure
is essential if they m totun iw
in the workplace.
"Interpersonal Skills provided insightful integration of
communication skills and
teamwork to enhance overall
social skills in preparation for
the business world," junior
Lauren Swann said. "The
book
was
an
excellent

Doctor
speaks on
physics

resource and was a good supplement to the material
taught in the classroom."
The course, de Janasz said,
acknowledges the complexity
of today's business environment by focusing on the development of skills in three vital
areas: interpersonal, such as
listening non-verbal communication, feedback and overcoming barriers to communication; in tra persona I, such as
self-awareness, goal setting
and time- and stress-management; and teamwork such as
decision-making,
problemsolving, team-leading and

project management skillv
Many students felt the class
was beneficial for providing
practical skills they could use in
the workplace.
Junior Amanda Logsdon
said, "I thought the curriculum
gave a complete understanding
of the interpersonal skills necessary in the workplace. I am glad
it is a prerequisite course
because I used that knowledge
in my summer internship."'
COB's integrated 12-credit
course,COB 300, is team-taught
and much of the class revolves
around group work. De Janasz
has heard from many of the

COB 300 professors that since
Interpersonal Skills has been a
pnviiniUta for COB 300, group
issues and problems have been
reduced significantly. De janasz
also noted that "recruilirs arc
tlto MH'ing a difference in the
level of interpersonal skill proficiencies."
"Ihe skills we learned in
jCOB] 202 have had ■ large
impact on how our group
fum lions in COB 300," junior
Adam Shapiro said. "Without
having taken this course I can
see how group conflict could
be a very large issue for [COB)
300 students

Minnesota senator dies
MINNESOTA, from page 3

IKK TOR .from page 1
"It's really interesting how
the scope of medicine has
changed ... " he said. 'Today,
the overwhelming majority of
people are home in two hours
■liter surgery."
Prompted by a question,
Hetherington discussed the fear
of a patient awakening during
■UfMiy if the «inesthesiology
din's not work. "If you pay
attention to the equipment and
indicators, you will know if
something is wrong,'' he sml.
Mtf rji*- MSMPJ; the Kwirs nf
being
an
anesthesiologist,
Hetherington offered words of
advice to students. "Write your
future early, but do it in pencil,"
he said, while also stressing the
importance of communication
in any discipline. "One of the
big assets I find is being able to
t.ilk to people."
Junior Matt Watts said he
was interested to hear how a
graduate of the physics
department became a medical
doctor. Hetherington said that
becoming a doctor with a
major in biology is harder than
becoming a doctor from any
other major.
Hetherington now works
with the Reston Anesthesia
Associates.

from his own re-election campaign, broke down in tears as
he spoke of Wellstone, a frequent comrade-in-arms for
liberal causes.
"Paul Wellstone was my
closest friend in the Senate,"
Harkin said after composing
himself. "He was the most principled public servant I've ever
known ... It didn't matter a bit if
his was the only vote for or
against something."
Senate Majority Leader Tom
Daschle called Wellstone "the
soul of the Senate." And
Minnesota Go v. Jesse Ventura,
an independent, said the state
had "suffered a deep and peneI loss."
Wellstone's wife. Sheila, was
58, their daughter, Marcia, 33.
The couple had two other children, sons David and Mark, and
six grandchildren.
Wellstone was facing a strong
challenge from Republican
Norm Coleman, a former mayor
of St. Paul in a race that has been
watched nationally since the
campaign's start.
Democrats
control
the
Senate, 50 to 49, with one independent. With 34 seats at stake
in the Nov. 5 election, a net party
turnover of just one seat would
flip control to the Republicans.
Political
analyst,
Larry
Sabato of the University of
Virginia, said he anticipates
Democrats
will
hold

Wellstone's seat. "As long as the
state Democratic party nominates a respectable candidate,
that nominee will now be
favored to take the seat ... An
intense wave of sympathy may
well help all Democrats in
Minnesota on Nov. 5," he said.

-U—
Paul Wellstone was my
closest friend in
the Senate.
— Tom Harkin
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Wellstone was a 5-foot-5inch college wrestling champion
who once called himself a "rockthe-boat politician." The son of
Russian immigrants, the former
college professor — who was
once arrested in a bank for
demonstrating over farm foreclosures — upset I heavily
financed incumbent. Republican
Rudy Boschwitz, to win election
to the Senate in 1990.
In February, Wellstone disclosed that he has a mild form of
multiple sclerosis, but pledged to
continue his bid for a third term.
On Friday, there was no indication of trouble
aboard

<£_■

Wellstone's plane before it
crashed, said Federal Aviation
Administration
spokesman
Greg Martin.
The twin-engine turboprop, which had taken off
from St. Paul, was about five
miles e.ist of its destination, a
mull airfield in Eveleth,
Minn. Eveleth is a town of
about 4,000 residents in the
rugged Iron Range country, 60
miles north of Duluth.
The last contact with the
Beech A-100 was a routine
communication about 11:20
am FST. Fveleth does not
have a contml tower, so the
pilots would have been making
a visual final approach to the
airport for a landing at their
own discretion.
"The plane called in on the
[local radio frequency] and (the
pilot) said he was inbound for
Runway 2-7," said JoAnn
Sipola, who works at Taconite
Aviation Inc.. a maintenance
facility at the airport
She said that a few moments
later, air traffic controllers in
Duluth called and said the
plane had disappeared from
radar. At their request, Gary
Ulman, who owns the maintenance facility, got in his own private plane and flew east looking
for possible wreckage.
I le told me it had crashed
and burned," Sipola said. "The
tail section was identifiable, but
that's about all."

CREATINE, from page 1
ports Bowe's assessment of creatine. After recently attending
the annual American Dietetic
Association
conference,
Lightner said she learned that
an "increased amount of creatine in the muscle draws water
into
the
muscle.
Psychologically, because one
looks more muscular they may
actually
perform
better."
Research on the correlation
between performance and selfesteem still is being conducted.
Concerning potential risks
of creatine, Lightner said that
scientific studies have revealed
no harmful short-term effects
although large doses may be
destructive to the body.
As far as long-term effects,
Bowe said that these have not
been studied. Possible damage
to the kidneys or liver "may not
be known for quite some time,
as creatine has just recently
become popular and used
heavily in sports."

According to Bowe, most
studies show that a daily
intake of three grams is just as
effective as the label recommendation of 20 grams or
more for the first week. "This
finding could save many creatine customers a lot of
money," she said.
That being said, according
to Lightner, nutrition supplements are not regulated.
"That means that from bottle
to bottle the contents of cm
tine ... can vary greatly, (andj
they might not even contain
substances on the label," she
said. "When it comes down to
it, you don't know what
you're getting."
Instead of relying on creatine, Lightner said she recommends training hard and eating a balanced diet for the best
results. If considering the use
of nutrition supplements, it is
always a good idea to seek
professional
advice
first,
Lightner said.

BOV raises tuition
$170 per semester
BOV', from pagt 1
Pirsidenl Levar Stoney spoke al
Ihe meeting, endorsing the proposed tuition hike. "Students still
want an affordable education,"
he said. '1 agree with Mr. King's
recommendation of $170."

-6i
I agree with Mr. King's
recommendation

of $170.
— Levar Stoney
SGA president
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Stoney said the SGA polled 8
percent of the student body
Monday, finding that a majority
preferred a $150 tuition raise to
having professors laid off. He
said the poll also found that 11
percent of the respondents said

they would not be able to return
toJMU next semester it tuition
were raised SI50.
Warner said financial aid
can cover the tuition r.ns,'
"We're got the mechanisms in
place to cover the financial aid
for next semester," he said.
According to senior Andrew
Dudik, non-voting student
member of the board, "There
are students out there [to
whom] $170 is the difference
between being able to afford
books and not being able to "
Dudik said he applauded the
administration's promise to add
financial aid to cover the hike.
'Tuition is spiraling out of
control," Dudik said, after the
meeting. "Each semester we
have an increase. We'll continue
to lose students the more we
raise (tuition). We're not under
funded because students don't
pay enough. But at least we
kept the increase low."

Always WinUd to KMV Abut the

Tfi/s week at JVIamstreet, "Live on Stage"

Tuesday
Oct. 29th

1

"Static Union

CD RELEASE PARTY WITH SPECIAL GUEST

"The Human Condition"

with Dr.

18 & up, $5.00
A fun, interactive progra/about m

pi between the genders.

When October aK
Where: Grafton-Stovall Theater
QuestkmsContadAbte^sdMbeie^JBiu^

|

Earn Some
Extra Cash...1
Manpower Offers...
occasional, part-time
and full time positions in a variety of
work environments from construction
to production and office to technical.
All workers with good attitudes encouraged to apply!
Register at 9 AM or 2 PM Monday thru Friday
at 2061 A Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Behind the Valley Mall.
Be sure to arrive early, sessions fill quickly!
Be sure to bring two forms of ID

MANPOWER
We lind the best In everyone and put It to work!
An f 0110/ Opportunity Employer

,dnesi% "Jjyg Street"
with guest,

"life of the Common"
18 & up, $5.00

Saturday
Nov. 2nd

THE GREATEST COVER
BAND YOU MAY HAVE
NEVER SEEN!

"The Worx"
JUST $5.00 WITH STUDENT ID!
AH the Current Hits Performed to Perfection
153 South Mainstreet, Harrisonburg
For More Information Call

432.9963
Visit Us at Our Website
tMww.mainstreetrocks.com
All artist accommodations provided courtesy ol Hampton Inn. H'Burg
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"At the same time, the
sniper seemed as elusive as
any supernatural specter."

OPINION

"I am a walking protest, a
walking rebellion."

ZAK SALIH

ADAM SHARP

junior

sophomore

see column, below

tee column, page 6

ZAK SALIH
BETWEEN THE LINES

Faux fears taken
over by real ones

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Minute portion of student body polled
Forced into cost-cutting
action by the governor of
Virginia, the Board ol Victors
Friday announced Friday that
it will raise tuition by $170
beginning Spring semestei Its
action came with the full official support of the Student
Government Association after
the SGA passed a resolution
supporting a midyear hike.

Few argue that there
is a more suitable
solution to the state's
budget cuts than to
raise tuition.
The SCA's actions are to
be representative o( the student body which they represent, an understood part of
the democratic process. But

in terms ot last Heck's decision to r.use tuition, the SGA
made an attempt to represent
the student body that was
merely for show.
According to the Oct. 24
issue of The Breeze, last
Monday the SGA polled 974
students ,i melt' B percent of
the student body. Based on this
ridiculous!) iiisutliuent poll,
the governing body passed the
resolution, delivering it as tl»e
wishes of the students.
Few argue that there is a
more suitable solution to the
-t itr N budget cuts than to raw
tuition. The move is not an outrageous one as JMU's tuition
has remained consistent over
the last decade, and in-state
tuition actually is lower than it
was 10 years ago, according to
the Oct 14 issue of The Breeze.
What is outrageous is tinnerve of the SGA to poll a
mere 8 percent of the student
body and to pass a resolution
based on that. College of Arts

& Letters S'nator lirainlon
Durflinger said in the Oct. 24
taut oi [KM Bntne, "Many
times as student leaders we
like to act on behalf of the students, sometime^ e\en missing the hr-.t step ol asking the
students It is v,-ry important
that we understand on this
issue the students have spo
ken I am standing with 900
students. How many are you
standing with?"

Perhaps the school
should require
requisite courses for
SGA members in
statistics or logic...
Durflinger's

comments,

besldei being downright conv
IcaJL Mnv to prove the point
that the SC ,A rv.ilk

|

The'fe reeze
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs tvfuch haiv Iven gained by
reason atui humanity over error and oppression"
— James Madison

EDITORIAL POLICY
TWh4«eoliU*Mlrdlrcuthc.<(Hn«>nlethcedi(^i-tlKufl|..>. afoot
neccManlv the opinion xi any individual M.iff metn)<et i A ii.
Editorial Boaad:
Jesmncti
. i "linuenpeel
JCMKI I l>n ■. ■
Editor
i ^inc Editor
QpMllOl
•he editor *hould he no mm than 500 »otd.. COIUBNMAMM he
IVI nt-ir than 1000 wordv and h.*h will he puhlidvrdon ,. *p*c .iv.nLM.ham. ThevrouM he delivered to IV Bt«rc hv n"""
I Rttdfl
TVhVfew re«erve« the n^n to edit fardlfttl Ml
The<i>in*inMn tin. MS nun (fa not necewanly reflect the opinion of the
new«f taper, tin- Rtftoi I H M.i.li-.n limci-iry

get the point when it comes to
serving the student body.
Durfllngtr stands with W0
Students, on a campus of
14,069. How can the SGA have
the audacity to attempt to pass
oil the opinion of 8 percent ot
the undergraduate population
M an adequate representation
l>t the CORSensUS?
It is trustrating that the SGA
felt that this was sufficient to
pass <t iwtluhon that will have
untold effects on literalh ewr\
undergraduate student fahflpt
the school should n-quin- requisite courses for SGA members
in statistics or logic, because
these actions are baffling and

nontenek .'I
Wh.it the SGA should have
done was to realize that its
"poll' was .1 discouragingly
insufficient sampling of the
campus on the eufafPCl and
refuse to pass the resolution
until it accurately could voice
the complete opinion of its
constituents.

Before the piney, red-greenblue baubled spending spree of
Christmas and the tryptophanelaced. ashed/baked/whipped/
masted culinary hedonism of
Thanksgiving comes the first in
the trinity of Fall Hallmark holidays: Halloween. Call it paganism or good ol' fashioned fun.
All Hallows Eve is a time when
being a freak will get you
Iwi//lers instead of taunts, a
time when cavities and calories
go to hell (literally), a time when
te.ir reigns.
And this October, fear
reigned in more ways than one.
Gone were the innocent worrtei of what to be on
Halloween.
People stayed
inside but not because of the
biting air. Families sat together
in the warmth of their netted
domiciles, eyes glued to their
television sets, dreading the
Idiol breaking news instead
of anticipating
the next
Halloween special. The question of the season was not "KitKats or M&M's?" or "Does this
tourth eyeball throw my costume off balance''' hut "Where
wil1 he strike next?" and "Will I
be the one?" This Halloween,
all tearful clout WSJ stolen from
vampires, werewolves, mummies, boogevmen and pencildistributing grandmas.
The plethora of monsters
and myths were left impotent in
the wake of the sniper.
Though on Oct. 24 the case
of
the
Maryland/Virginia
sniper killings appeared to
close with all the raucousness
of the television news tabernacle choir's hallelujahs and the
resonance of Dracula's coffin
closing at sunrise, fear still
sticks in our sides, like a tiny
splinter that heated twee/.(|
cannot reach. Even though we
move on with our lives, fear
lingers, ever-present even if
we are not conscious of it. The
sniper
suspects
are
not
demons from some dark and
deserted wood or zombies
fresh from the morgue; they
are the worst monsters of all,
the only real monsters, the
ones who pass by in society,
the ones who eat, sleep, shop
and socialize with us, our grocers, neighbors, fathers, moth
ers, sons, wives — ourselves.
There was no rubber mask or
fake blood needed to scan' us
this month, only the silence we
endured while pumping gas.

piling groceries into our cars,
walking to class. We woke up,
ate lunch, came home to news
of another attack, another critical condition, another fatality.
When another victim's name
bUxmied bright onto our television or computer screens in lifeless computerized lettering, we
were thankful that we lived in
Harrisonburg
instead
of
AsliLind, Rockingham County
instead of Montgomery County,
Cow Country Memed like paradise instead of a complaint, if
only because it was far away
from the D.C-Metm area. At
the same time, the sniper
seemed as elusive as ,mv supernatural specter. Every single
day, am ot us anywhere could
have been next. Our lives were
defined by the crosshairs of a
rifle we could not see, our every
bnMth taken through the
sniper's narrow scope. Our
lives were as muted as the
sniper's before the delicate
pressure of finger on trigger.

This Halloween, all
fearful clout was stolen
from vampires,
werewolves, mummies,
boogeymen and pencildistributing grandmas.
Yet now that the scope has
been n-moved, now that our
fear of the unknown has receded into the back of our minds for
the time being, we can turn our
minds toward the more inviting
scares and memories of October
end ifs flagship holiday (sorry,
Mr. Columbus.) We can admire
the flaming red-yellow-orange
foliage instead of fearing what
lurks behind it. Wfe can take the
time to inhale the crisp chill of
the air at dusk instead of waiting in the car at SUftOCO MtUOM
or nishing inside Ponderosa
SteakhoiiM-N tor evening meals.
And, of course, we can
trick-or-lreat
Time now to turn nm boon
th«' newspapers, time to shut oft
tlie television
unless were
watching Charlie Brown and
vc HAIXOWEEN, page 7

Darts

linrt\ .v r'di\ an \ubimtUit •uum\mnt,\l\
mui pHmtitma eaoa <nuii,iN< bmk
Siibmiwums an- Ikiwduptm ime[tenon's
optokmefa viwi riftMrim prnmerewM
tttuidonot nii,\uinl\ nfhi l the truth

Pats
E-mail darts ami/HII\ in hrce/cdpVhoimail.coni

Pat...

Dart...

A"you-wcro-ilu--i.n -ot sunshine" pal to
all of the (ML1 students who participated in

the HoflMoomini nndi

/ nm ■ IMU faculty member whose two hill,' ki,l- .li.lni wHce /lii IMW icK'IfS mi llieir

notes ufliile Mw Mfcrftrinnl bu avVoriW

MP

' -.)»«i/ -pint

Dart...
A \ou-might-want-lo-n'\ iew-tlx'-ageOt aweinl LlWIT dart to the guys in our
hiiildmg who continue to party with InjMjaj old girls and listen lo I nrique Iglesias
at all hours ol the night tin full blast
SBVI

hi your tmtngal ftmsJe notaMi

fm tlmt uini miyhl BMItJ to cheek Up ON RMW
ma gMt aren't even old
enough to buy tlu-1 igmtUei Hui/ uvre muting.

Pat...
\ v\a\ lo-ho!d-\our-p,irtv' pat to our
mommate lor having a fabulous 21st birthday party I ndav night.
FrMI win roommate*, irho art K) proud

■■ i not getting tkk end having tuck

J

gnat time

A "don't-a-\ -Viiur^Tigine-at-mc" dart lo the
guy in the green pickup buck with the n\ mizid
wheels. Contrary to piipular lx-ln-1 the ISAT
parking lot is not a monster truck course, and
driving like a bat out of hell is not cixtl.
Sent In by a a wilier girl who iomfl n/rjirc, uiugetting rrus»W on lier nuy In ilu— in llw imnrim
ml Who wonders if the huge Urn '""(ftfUrf ft*
laikmg in other areas.

Pat...
A"thank'.-tor-thi'-li\vlona-rf pat to the guy,
who sang his own rendition ot Bin I'oppa" by
the late great Notorious B.I.G.
Sent by a student u4io can't wait lor your next
ftrformance and tin knows Hal B.I.C. WOtlU W
liattfty lo kntnv tlmt lu> memon/ In^ on.

Dart...
A "take-.i-lrkkm-shower-Mui-liltln-niorons'
dart to a certain club team lor bringing their dirtcovered selves to D-hall around evecyuw i-lse
whc» would like to kivp their appetites
Sent in hu -i Mpfamr who would not hkr to
throw up Mi i/iMii.r ;>IIN,'I for //»• dai/.
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OPINION

"]oey muse tie's funny.
You feel you am r.ii/e

because he was
more responsible and
despite his ol
with his hair, he had a
very valuable input in
He children "

to him.'

Elaine Usber

RJ Dunlap

freshman, theatre and dance

senior, quantitative finance
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"Jesse caus
good with the ladies
and he drives a car
named Mustang
Sally."
JANOl CLARK/. iHUttbulmfil<tu*.waphrr

Brandon White

"joey because he's
funny and not quite
sible.

AI pa I'at el
freshman, accounting

freshman, undeclared

Topic: Who was a better dad, Jesse Katsopolis or Joey Gladstone?

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

ADAM SHARP

Halloween haunts
Avoiding protesting causes own peril back in spotlight
We all know whit it looks
like: large numbers of loud
individuals chanting slogans
and disturbing the everyda\
peace and qiiicl ol our surroundings. Yes, that's right, ti
protest. Banners flying, Rate
and voices raised, people Irom
many different countries .ill c.ill
for the end ol a government
ICtkm or the overthrow of a
government official. The most
visible place to do this is in the
streets, disrupting traffic, getting in the faces ot ord
motorists .ind commuter.
I have a phobia ol protests.
This sounds strange coming
from me, .is mam of my
friends know well. I am ■ walking protest, a walking rebellion
Perhaps Marlon Brando said it
best in his movie "The Wild
One" (1954). When asked,
"What are you
rebelling
against?"
Brando
replied.
"Whatever you've got."
Show me which direction
the wind blows and I'll walk
into it Show me the current
.ind I'll swim against it. Show
mi- something popular and I'll
eschew it. Show me B protest |n
the streets, though, and I mn
from it.
I never really had noticed
this peculiar trait in im hte
until
Wednesday
et enfng
when about 40 or 50 |M1
dents walked past the library,
past the hospital .ind past me
They chanted "No war'' and
marched in the street tike
owned it.
My reaction was instinctive
and revealing I went around
the back side .it the library to
avoid the appearance ol walking with them on my way

home. Unfortunately for my
image, they beat me to the In is
pital, so 1 cut across the street
and hurried on my way. Their
Cries o( "No war" continued to
echo m my mind as 1 spent 20
minutes walking back to my
house wondering, "Why did I
do that7"
I am opposed to war. War
in general, war with Iraq, war
with Afghanistan, war with
North Korea, war with anyUiy time, anywhere. In
my mind there is no such
thing as a just war, for I think
that there is no justice in
killing another human being,
lor any reason I appreciated
Gandau the wizard for clearly
stating my thoughts on this
I in the movie "The
Fellowship of the Ring"
(2001). He said, in response to
Frodo's wish that Bilbo had
killed Gollum, "Many that live
deserve death. And some die
that deserve life. Can you give
that to them? Then be not too
eager to deal out death in the
name of justice."
I am Opposed to the actions
of the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank. Any
international organization that
has the arrogance to demand
that sovereign nations must
i hansa their economic policies
In order to receive a loan
should be terminated immediately I he WOStOm world's ugly
history ol colonization and
t ition should prompt our
organizations t«> provide assistance without strings attached
and without an attitude of economic and political superiority.
I am opposed to a mid-year
tuition In tease It is irresponsi-

ble for Gov. Mark R. Warner to
cut operating budgets in the
middle of a fiscal year. Such an
action violates the implied trust
that organizations place in the
government that money promised to them will be paid. It is a
breach of contract. It is irresponsible for JMU to raise student tuition in the middle of
the year. That action violates
the implied trust that a financial aid package will not have
to be adjusted in December
while students are struggling
with exams. It is a breach of
contract.
Yet 1 do not protest. I do not
stand on the commons and
throw my voice to the four
winds in dismay and anger. I
do not parade through the
streets ot Washington, D.C.
with banners lifted high and
slogans on my lips. 1 sit and 1
am silent.
Oh sure, I write. 1 write
because writing is therapeutic,
writing is a release and writing
removes the anger that builds
up within me toward the injustices of the world. I write
because i( I did not write I
would lash out, 1 would fight, I
violently would shake the
foundation of society.
Yet I do not protest I see
protest as impotent, I guess.
President George W. Bush does
not look at IMF and World
Bank protesters and consider
cutting U.S. funding of those
organizations He most certainly does not see anti-war pmtastera and change his mind
about invading Iraq. Warner
will not undo his budget cuts in
the face of Student protests. The
|MU Board of Visitors will not
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change its plans to raise student
tuition even if students were to
storm the College Center
and chant outside the room
with the long Impressive
wooden table and the wellpadded black leather chairs.
I see protests as impotent
because the government and
corporations and any other
boogeyman vou can name see
protests as being impotent. Yet
I still have the desire for rebellion, for protest, for spitting
into the wind in defiance. How
can I reconcile these two contlicting forces?
1 don't know 1 like to think
that I would have been one of
the students chanting, "Hey
hey I.BJ, how many kids did
you kill today?" during the 60s.
1 like to think I would have
been cheering in the streets of
Prague during the Velvet
Revolution of 19H9 when communism fell in Czechoslovakia
But more likely I fear that I
would have been one of the
Germans Martin Niemoller
writes about in his poem "First
They Came for the Jews." The
\a/ts came for the lews, the
communists and the trade
unionists,and no one spoke out
because they were not any of
those things. His concluding
words still rip my heart afresh.
Then they came for me and
there was no one left to Speak
out forme."
Maybe I will find the time to
protest. Maybe, just maybe, 1
will speak out for those without a voice in our culture so
that maybe there will be someone left to speak out for me.

HALLOWEEN, fromy,

Who can forget the progres
sion of costumes ovei the years
from outlandishlv inventive —
a human sheet ot paper — to

Better yet. what sweeter joy and
tf homage to capitalism
was there than coming home —
legs Heed, masks shoved into
pillowcases because it was hard
10 breathe through them, face,
paint dripping down our
chins and necks? We dumped
the booty onto the kitchen
table or basement floor, separating the strong — chocolate
an absurd example of
natural selection.
While the real monsters, the
two factions who allegedly form
the sniper await their trial with
empty pillowcases, let us take
the tune to enjoy the calm alter
the storm and learn how to
have tun being afraid again.
even If it only is resigned to
our memories Before ue give
thanks for ■ bountiful harvest
and compose wish lists with

daasfc coterie - Ductile, a

all the passionate rerodry of

mummy, Frankenstein, etc. — to
just plain pathetic (trick-ortreaterB armed with only an
extra-large piUowcaae and a
cheap rubber mask, usually the
kids long past their prime)?
How about the routes around
the neighborhood: the hout I
skip because all they gave out
was pencils and pennies, the
homes with no lights on that we
went up to anyway just on the

Beethoven composing music,
we should remember those
who w
; issed
away during a trick-lev. and
treat kv. perml of tear \\e BSD
should emerge trnm hibernation
and learn oiue again to entO)
the faun tear or Halloween,

off-chance that someone was

ol real feacnou U some for fun.
■ n \oui doors and fork
over the candy!

Co. mosey thmugh the Gteal
Pumpkin Patch
- and figure
out what material would past
replicate a witch's crooked
green nose, how to spread cobwebs over the shrubs so that it
looks like real webbing and not
just pre-Christmas snow, w here
to stash our pillowcases ol
candy once Dad rays it's time to
throw it all away (cavities and
all, you know). For those of US
who left the land of trick or
treating with a heavy heart and
a film of tears in our eyes —
Some later than others
we
have the fond memories of the

past, as sweet as any bite-eized
morsel from the Nestle canon.

home the one old lady down the
■treat who, unlike her more conservative pencil/penny peers,
gave out whole candy bars?

the delicate paroxysm ot teai

■nd laughter brought on by a
well-timed B
Ue'\e had our annual dose

Zak SI/I'I *s a funk* Emftah
'. I 1/! mtjot.

Sweat, sweet, delicious Breeze opinion writing.

Adam M. Sharp is d se/i/iomortmodern fbrrign kngutga major.

Try some today!
hree/eopinion&'hotmaii.eom

STUDENT TRAVEL

TOPICS TO eWL0g£:
SpiritualhSj, WttlittM, S^K/ldentlfy F+Utlonety*.
Carw/WtttyUc*, Financial Security Current &v*nt»
VISIT CHW FO0M*
Fritter for ln*f»4ration delivered to lour e-mail acVdrm
rr%F0F.YDUH!

www.sdaCnavel.com

TRAVEL

onune » on THE PHone » on CRITIPU/ >> on THE /TREET

CREEK CI/iv7c

o

•' ^

"Same Day Care...Without the Wait'

Dr. A. Blay, M.D.
433-3889
Same Day Appt./ Walk-Ins Welcome
Office Visit - $45.00, House Call - $75.00
Mon.- Sat. 8am - 6pm
Wed. 11am - 6pm
THE ijTTtf BLUE HOUSE ON THE RIQJ r PAST
SUPER WAL-MART, RT 42 Sou m
2323 GRACE CHAPEL RD.. HAKKLSONBURC
No insurance Cash/Credit Card/Check accepted. Receipt to pationt.
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Oct. 28). Do your best to increase the fortunes of others this year, and they'll return the
favor. Your emotional support and good advice won't go unnoticed, partially because you won't let that
happen. Stand up for yourself - subtly, of course.

Aries March 21-April 19

Today is a 7 - Look for the perfect moment
A|A to make your move. Others are furthering
<B^^» their agendas. If you're quick, you can further your own.
T

I Today is a 7 - Concentrate on acquiring the
home you've always wanted. It's not an
impossible dream. Do the planning so that
you're ready to take action tomorrow. It's
one more step in the right direction.

^» I Today is a 7 - It might be tough to talk
^^■^.thout .in area ol disagreement. Maybe it
d^y would help to give yourselves two minutes
each. That also gives each of you two minutes to listen

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21

. Today is a 6 - You've been doing a lot of
^•A cleanup lately, so you should be getting
*J^Qr Rood at it. See how many odds and ends
you can take care of by tomorrow.

Today is a 7 - There's money to be earned;
nake that your top priority. This can be just
. what vtm need to finance a recurrent dream.

M:

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
_;, Today is a 7 - Recent frustrations can be
Mk» eased by plugging an economic leak. You
fjPg" can't .In it alone Tins takes a team effort.
Bring up the subject.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Today is a 6 - You don't like being told you
can't have what you want. YouTI have a
fight on your hands, but so what? No pain,
no gain.

Today is a 6 - New information renews
your faith in others and in yourself. After a
setbacks, you'll finally get something to
ftfew
work. You're getting the bugs out.

HI

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Pisces Feb. 19-March20

* ^ Today is a 7 - You'll soon have to make some
IL/fH tough decisions Finish up whatever you're
A\\ doing to make time tor what's coming

*>

Today is an 8 - Getting back into the weekly
chores means a rude awakening. Memories
linger, but don't make the call to discuss
them until .he big job is done.
—Tribune Media Services
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Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - A disagreeable situation at
home can be resolved. A change may that
' you've been putting off may be required.
You might as well stop putting up with
something you've been tolerating.

3

14

25

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Taurus April 20-May 20

I

17

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

^—- Today is a 6 - Focus on what you want to
^^^^aaomplish. and give ii a tinal push. A
HI friend or partner may do the deed because
of your inspirational nagging.

1

60

■

ACROSS
1 Letter opening,
often
5 Frankenstein's
helper
9 English homework
14 Pleasant
15 Genesis boatbuilder
16 One of the
strings
17 Ages and ages
and ages
18 Folk wisdom
19 Marcus or
Woody
20 Football trio
23 Wool producer
24 Positive reply
25 Cowboys'
home
29 Merge
31 Silent assent
34 Where lovers
walk?
35 Missile housing
36 Slimy stuff
37 Racing trio

50

»

»
P
52

*
.,

■

40 Lays down the
lawn
41 City on the
Rhine

42 Exclusively
43 Printer's measures
44 Jabbers
45 Put away gear
46 Sopping
47 Old French
coin
48 Tennis trio
57 German sub
58 Retired for the
night
59 Kangaroo kid
60 Chutzpah
61 Skedaddle
62 Long In the
tooth
63 Take the helm
64 Small gull
65 Pastel shade

',4

»
"

■

PJ '.'

.

DOWN
1 Lose it
2 Stead
3 Computer
graphic
4 Bedouin home
5 Kin through
marriage
6 Silly fowl
7 Rowboat needs
8 Flightless bird
9 Sidestepped
10 Jockey's attire
11 Diva's performances
12 McCowen or
Baldwin
13 Jerk
21 Oyster find
22 Hose material
25 Use a divining
rod
26 Negative parti;
cle
27 Touches down
28 Rims
29 Bearings
30 Panache
31 Not in any way

32 Ultraviolet filter
33 Beaded with
moisture
35 Garbage boat
36 Norway capital
38 Moderate
39 Bit of info
44 Clown of the
court
45 Waterlogged
46 Use a shuttle
47 Haughty gaze
48 Six-shooters
49 Help with a
heist
50 Extra

51 Roosevelt's
successor
52 Up to the job
53 Partly open
54 Like some fastfood orders
55 So-so grades
56 Jekyll's alter
ego
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Keeping Track

Whether by pen or keyboard, students choose
journaling for self-expression, introspection
Story by contributing writer Leigh Bond • Art by graphics editor Sarah Stanitz
Dear Diary,
I don't know how I ever will go on! Mike said he would call
5" Sunday and it $ already Tuesday! I think he hates me. Since he has'- n't been online, I've taken tlte liberty to add him to all my friends'
buddy lists just to make sure lie didn't bl<xk me
Wednesday: Ohhhh! Ever since my damnation as the most
revulsive girl at }MU my entire life lias descetided into the depths
' of despair! I spent the entire day fitting tTOUftA eating Baked lays
and watching "W Tilings I Hate About You." Even my pet Furby
looks more dejected than usual Note to self: Send evil dart anonyl mously to The Breeze.
Rmirdk-sN "! the subject matter, journaling has DMA
,i p.ist time for generations to record daily experi
encesand reflections. 1 ike a blank canvas. | di.irv
alknvs a person to be an author and record alt the
idiosyncrasies of one's lite
"Journaling for me is a therapeutic release," senior
Katie Gerber said. "It is not only where I record my
thoughts, but where I meet myself. It is where I evaluate and challenge the beliefs, attitudes and motives
that underlie my action-

—66
Journaling for me is a therapeutic release.
It is not only where I record my thoughts,
but where I meet myself. It is where I
evaluate and challenge the beliefs, attitudes
and motives that underlie my actions.
—Katie (k rber
Mot

59
Providing writers with a venue to seek spiritual gmwth,
alleviate stre
<e creativity the vast spectrum of
journal topics encompass everything from daily reflections
to dream analysis. Stress consultants typically recommend
journals to help clients vent frustration and evaluate negative behavioral patterns. Oprah Winfrey promotes the use of

gratitude journals, as a positive approach to journaling by
recording five thinjpi to feel grateful for daily.
To many, the primary allure of journaling stems
directly from the fact that it requires little skill
or experience and has proven remarkably beneficial according to psychiatrist Melissa C.
Sloppier, M.D. The only aspect Sloppier cautions writers against is allowing journaling to transform into a
stressur itself, according to her Web site
sfn>- about.com/library/weekly/aa04O20la.htm, To prevent this. Sloppier discourages n ritcrs from worrying
about topics, spelling, handwriting and instead focus
exclusively on daily reflections of how events affect
the way a person feels.

—66
It's (web log) a good way of keeping track
of what you're doing during the day. You
can share your thoughts and opinions and
people can come and read them not because
they have to, but because they want to and
that's a big difference.
— Adam Jeantrt

99
Above all, she emphasizes the importance of writing only
upon feeling the urge. "If you're staring at a blank page,"
Sloppier said, "stop and try another relaxing acti\ it\
Web logs are a personal Web site predominately used for
online journaling viewable by the public. They originated
primarily as a more innovative alternative to journaling, and
have begun gaining more recognition and popularity over
tlte past few years.
Modern web logs, typically referred to as "blogs,"
now cover a wide range of topics where writers can
promote projects, let their creativity run wild and simply transform their traditional diary into something

that openly can be shared with the public
"It's a good way of keeping track of what you're doing
during the day," senior Adam Jeantet said. "You can share
your thoughts and opinions and people can come and read
them not because they have to, but because they want to and
that's a big difference."
Furthermore, with the ever-expanding nature of
modem technology, many find online journals a more
familiar and comfortable venue to voice their thoughts.
"I began the blog {www.maximumaardvark.com) as a way
10 experiment with Web technologies," junior AJ Schuster
said. "... the first few weeks are really just diary-tvpe entries
... 'today I did this and this and this...' It took awhile to find
a voice and topics on which 1 really wanted to write."
One disadvantage to keeping a blog might be the
writer's lack of control over who chooses to view their
journal, especially if the information tends to be very
intimate. For this reason, some sites offer privacy
options, where writers can set up an account allowing
only certain members to view their entries
For those interested in starting an online journal, many
now are advertised and marketed just like any other personal Web page, or even organized into Web rings, for users
with common interests. A few places that publish blogs tor
free are www.bhgger.com and www.livejournal.com.
Sites such as Metajournals at www.livefournal.com,
help even the most novice Internet user begin an
online journal without requiring HTML knowledge, or
sites such as The Open Diary at www.opendtary.com, go
as far as to offer writers their own Web site address.
Regardless of the writer's medium, the fact remains that
numerous therapeutic benefits exist from journaling according to the Journal of the American Medical Association. Doctors
at the Slate University of New York at Stony Brook studied
the value of writing about stressful occurrences in groups of
persons suffering from asthma and rheumatoid arthritis.
According to the Journal of the American Medical Association
in its Nov. 19, 2000 issue, even after four months of writing
about a stressful event, participants began showing noteworthy improvements in their disease status than before.
Above all, journals offer a truly unparalleled means
of self-expression and the ultimate freedom.
Furthermore, take it from Anne Frank, (after all
her diary turned Into a historically renowned
best-seller) who proves that journals enable every writer to
create their own legacy, regardless of its relevancy.
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THE NEW

IT S SOMETHING ELSE

Seats five, has 53 cubic
feet of cargo space, and
is available with 180 hp
and a 6-speed manual
shift. Even evolution
can't fully explain it.
02002 TOYOTA MOTOR SALES. USA. INC BUCKLE UP1
DO IT FOR THOSE WHO LOVE YOU. 'MSRP INCLUDES
DELIVERY. PROCESSING WD HANDLING FEE EXCLUDES TAX
TITLE. LICENSE, OPTIONS ANO REGIONALLY REQUBED
EQUIPMENT ACTUAL DEALER PRCE MAY VARY

"—

^erUsing w.w

* oreeze is

It looks great and keeps you from getting that 4th mortgage.
--

Drc«Mi W$M fyHH?

S^l>SE
'JTV
%

•Individually Leased 4 Bedroom, 4 Bath
Luxury Apartments
•Awesome Pool and Sunbathing Area
•Phenomenal Fitness Center on Site
•State of the Art Clubhouse
featuring a Wide Screen TV and
High Tech Stereo System
•Superior Service
Si'w'i

^
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"Everyone cheering and you're naked —
how many times do you get to do that?

Making the band
Fan-based Static Union rocks Mainstreet Bar and
Grill tomorrow night with grunge style.
SM

28, 2002

RYAN ALLEN

sophomore

story pact 12

See story Mow

ng
High
X-treme Air
Students soar in
skydiving simulator
Senior Tim Wilson tries out UPB's Homecoming
I. X-treme Air. which was located on Hanson field.
II \\ V'kl RWWh.mlnhunnt ph'tonnifthrr
BY TKK I\ FKI-NVILL

staff writer
Purple people were flying
high in front of Hanson Hall
Friday
during
a
free
Homecoming event called V
treme Air.
fhe University Program
Board sponeorad event gave
JMU students the opportunitv to
experience skydiving in a simulator which allows the student to
le\ itate in mid air at gusts of
150 mph from a powerful DC-3
jet engine." according to
urww.jmu.edu/fWiiuxommsi/.
Before students could get up
in the air. they had to sign a liability form, hear a five minute
explanation about how to do the
"jump" properly and get suited

up in the flight gear, UPB director of media and public relations
Gabriela Revilla, a junior, said.
Next the fan was turned on
and the students were helped
into the stream of air. The air
was held at a steady level but
■flfiWtlmee was decreased to
make Ihem feel like they were
falling, Revilla said.
The event was supervised
and controlled by professionals from X-treme Air. UPB was
not allowed to set up the
event but were there to superI is, and learn, Revilla said.
Three men from X-treme Air,
John Tanis, Matt Veltman and
Shawn Taylor, ran the fans
and helped students get in
and out of the air stream.

Tanis and Veltman held on
to each student and helped
him or her slide off the side of
the contraption and into the
force of air. The men kept hold
of each student by straps in the
flight suits and then pushed
them back to the side when
their turn was over
According to a flyer sent by
X-treme Air, the program
appears at about 50 colleges a
year. It also has been nominated by the NCAA as "Novelty
Event of the Year" for the past
four years and also has won
the "Readers' Choice Award"
as the number one show in the
college market.
According to Revilla, the
UPB did extensive MMI he-

through
various
media,
including the Internet and
magazines, in order to find
some new events for the year.
UPB director of variety entertainment Josh Earley. a senior.
"came across (the event] accidentally," Revilla said.
After reading up on X-treme
Air, UPB decided to try to get
the event because it seemed
affordable and really enjoyable,
Revilla said. It became a part of
the Homecoming weekend celebflHon because they wanted
to see "purple people flying,"
with all the purple shirts students wore.
"[UPB] thought it would be
another fun thing ... to show
•■chuol spirit," Revilla said.

Despite the cold and rainy
weather, there were about 20 to
25 students lined up outside
Hanson Hall waiting for their
turn
in
the
simulator.
"Everything's wet ... but it's
fun, it's totally worth it," sophomore Stacey Armstrong said.
First timers Armstrong and
sophomore Cheryl Hall both
loved their time in the simulator. "It was a really fun experience." Hall said. Both also
agreed that this was a great
opportunity since people normally have to pay for an event
like this one.
"It's something like I've
never done before/'Armstrong
said. "I've never thought
about skydiving, but after

doing that I'd consider it."
There is some difference
between real skydiving and the
simulation X-treme Air provides students with, according
to Tanis. "The air is choppier in
here," Tanis said. "You have to
have more control."
Freshman Matt Seitz agreed
that the simulator "doesn't compare at all" to an actual skydive.
Seitz has logged 76 jumps and
said the main difference was
that in skydiving you are able to
glide all over the sky, whereas in
the simulator, you have to stay
within the tunnel.
But overall even skydivers
like Seitz enjoyed the simulator.
"I'm going up with every
group," Seitz said.

Ra with a YeeHaw!
Nudity hits Quad Back
with streakers
Cadets stand by to watch
Ml N rSOW
senior writer
The final tally at Thursday
night's Annual Quad Streak"
was streakers 15, cops 0.
Hundreds ot students
gathered along the sides of
the Quad to enjoy a rambunctious 30 minutes of nudity,
cheers, CfJUefM and water
balloons. Fven the blistering
cold weather didn't (Uecourage these runners
BY DAVID CI I

"It

tvai

exhilarating,"

sophomore Ryan Allen s.iid.
alter being the first down the
center of the quad, at the
stroke of II p.m. "Everyone
Cheering and you're naked
how many times do you get to
do that? I'll never have hundreds of people screaming for
me naked ever again "
Following
Allen
was
freshman Megan loyce, the
Iirst of Wily <i lew lem.iles to
streak
It kinda hurt the

boobe i little, all the liggling."
loyce laid after the run. "it
v/aa a great experience I dld<
n't get arrested."
Not only wen- there no
arrests, no COM were
pn*sent the entire time.
The
only
law

enrbrcernenl <^
hand tor the
event was
six camCa de I I ,
Who s|(M.d
gawking
and shinin>;
tlien Hashlights on
the stte.ik
idets
told students the\ i\rt«

nisi

there to watch
While running around
campus nude breaks publu
decetlCJ ordinances, the ••lu
dent cadets mtW told by their
polke luperion not to Interfere with the i
got out of hand "II then' are
.IIU

»*;

i ope that ivanl to tackle

me naked* ' Allen Mid
that's their problem."

»

then

Along with the bright flashlights, streakers ran down the
Quad in a rippling wave of
cheers, camera flashes and
■valet balloons. Sophomore
Amir Allak made around 50
water balloons before the event.
I teel like people should get
naked and they should get wet
too," he said before rutting a
passing streaker with a yellow
water balloon.

.6If there are any cops
thai want to tackle me
naked, then that's
their problem.
— Ry«n Allen
sophomore

A* part of the Homecoming celebration,
country singer and JMU alumni Phil Vaaser
('85) performed In Wilson Hall Friday night
at 9 p.m. The a capella group, Note-oriety,
opened the (how that was sold out to
moatly alumni and JMU students.
"It waa cool because we got to get
really close up to the stage," senior
Jaclyn Hampton said. "Wilson Is such a
email venue so ft made the concert more
personal."
Vassar won the "Top New Male Artist"
of 2002 by the Academy of Country
Music. He also was a previous winner of
Billboard's 2000 "Top New Country
Artist of the Year" and 1998 "Country
Songwriter of the Year."

MATT CARASELLA/iMnr /A i

Talent jams up Wilson Hall
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

99
After Allen, Joyce and
IVvin. many other students
proceeded to lead the jubilant
crowds with their entertaining
naked
antics.
including
a
streaker who
rode his bike
up
and
down t hequad, one
streaker
giving
another
streaker a
SARAH STANIT7/
piggy-back
gnifihii \ fitiiii
ride down
Uld two streakers running
down holding hands.
The event was publu i/ed In
livers Bound campus, and an
announcement was made at
that night's marching band
meeting, yet no specific individuals took credit for the
event's huge draw. Senior LflUth
Carl Smith, though, said he
proposed having it every week.
I think it's a great idea." he
said as the crowds began disperfling at 1130. "Thursday
nights at 11 streak the Quad!"

Kl Ml I ON I \1 \\.'\t,4tphi*icr,iphfr

Sophomore Chris Carlson performs In UPB's Talent Jam
Thursday night. The show was hosted by Miss Virginia 2002.

contributing writer
At least 100 people from
JMU received the chance to
spend Thursday night with Miss
Virginia 2002 at the University
Program Board's Talent Jam.
Miss Virginia, Jennifer Pitts
.hosted this year's Talent Jam,
where eight acts competed for
three different cash prizes
In order to participate in the
show, each competitor first
submitted an audition tape.
The competition to get in was
fierce and only eight were
picked by UPB's varietx ot
entertainment committee to
perform. The night of the
Talent Jam they showed off
their talent in front of the vocal
audience — who did not mind
participating — and the judges
The three judges were all wellknown locals including Willis
Weber from WXJM. Jeaaln
Forest from Q101 and Student
(.o\ ernment
Association
President Lavar Stoney. Each
contestant received points
based on their creativity, originality, performance, stage presence and audience appeal.
The acts ranged from people singing in groups with

guitars, break dancing and
reciting poetry. There was
also freshman Daria Oiler
who tap danced without any
music. "I've been dancing
since I was three. I just like to
pertorm,
that's
why
I
entered," said Oiler.
While only three performers received prizes the audience cheered for every performer. Jamaal Anthony, who
performed a poetry piece that
he wrote and won $150 for
finM plaot, commented that,
"the turnout was the best
part The audience participation was great
One artist.. lunJOf |im
I anale, played an acoustic guitar plugged into a piece of
equipment called a line six
delay. It lets one record different parts of a song and play
them back. It can be used to
create an echo eftevt and make
it pssm as though more than
one instalment is playing at
once. Fanale placed second and
won $125. "It's a way to get
recognized, plus it was so
much fun," male said. "I liked
watching everyone else. A lot
of acts blew me away."
see TALENT, pap 12
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Little known Static Union on its way
Style Weekly

BY CORINNE LAIRD

c ontnoutint writer
One of Harrisonburg's
most energetic bands. Static
Union, also is curiously one of
its least known. The reason'
"We're not advertising
whores," frontman Chris
Spady, a junior, said. "We
rely on people that have
come to our shows to pass
the word on about us."
For those who miss the
grunge stylings of early '90s
rock bands. Static Union,
whose members describe
their
music
as
"postgrunge," could be just what's
been missing in today's
music scene.
"Our
music
is
very
aggressive, but always with
positive meanings," Spady
said, whose crooning vocals
mirror those of Staind's
Aaron Lewis.
I he members of Static
Union include Spady on g'litar and lead vocals, senior
Mike Phillips on drums and
Bridgcwater College sopho-

Movies
"llarrisonburg 14 Regal Cinemas: This week: "Red Dragon:" 1
p.m.. 3:55 p.m., 7 p.m., 9:50 p.m., "Traasporter:" 2 p.m.. 4:25 p.m.,
7:50 p.m., 10:20 p.m., "Barber Shop:" 12:55 p.m., 655 p.m., 9:25 p.m.,
"Knock Around Guys:" .1:25 p.m.. "Abandon:" 12:50 p.m., 3:15 pm.,
6:50 p.m., 9:15 p.m., "Sweet Home Alabama:" 1:25 p.m., 4:10 p.m.,
7:25 p.m., 10:10 p.m., "The Ring:" 1:10 p.m., 350 pm, 7:10 p.m.,
101)5 p.m., "Jackass: The Movie:" 1:30 p.m., 3:45 p.m., 7:30 p.m., MS
p.m., "My Big Fat Creek Wedding:" 1:15 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 7:15 p.m.,
9:30 p.m., "Halloween: "9:2lipm,'White Oleander" l'5Op.m.,4:20
p.m., 6:45 p.m., Tuck l\,rl.isting:" 135 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m.,
955 p.m., "Formula 51:" 10:25 p.m., 'Truth About Charlie:" 1:40
p.m., 4:15 p.m., 7:40 p.m., 1015 p.m.. "Igby Goes Down:" 1:45 p.m.,
4 p.m.. 7:45 p.m., 10 p.m.. "Ghost Ship" 1:15 pm. 3:30 p.m., 7:15
p.m., 9:30 p.m.. "Jonah — a Veggie Tales Movie:" 120 p.m., 4:05 p.m.,

705 p.m.
'Grafton-Stovall Theatre: Oct 30-31: "Donnie Darko" 7 & 9:30 p.m..
Oct. 31: Midnight: "Ghostbusters," with costume party Oct. 31 at
II XI p.m .admission is $2.50

mores Brad Barrett and
Justin West on bass and guitar, respectively.

-66You aren't going to see
us just stand there and
play. We always have
plenty of energy.
— Chris Spady
junior

95
While their roots definitely are grounded in grunge
rock, their self-titled debut
album,
which
will
be
released tomorrow at the
band's show at Mainstreet
Bar and Grill is driven by a
more powerful modern rock
sound with heavy guitars
and clear vocals.
Static Union formed while
Spady, Barrett and West were

still in high school, naming
the band as a tribute to
Spady's father's band in the
'60s, The Static Union. The
three longtime friends went
through several drummers
until just two years ago
when Phillips, member of
former local punk band Pay
Load, proved to be just what
they needed, thus becoming
the final permanent member
of Static Union.
The bandmates are so
enthusiastic
about
their
music that they made the
expensive decision to record
.it Washington, DCs Cue
Recording Studios, famous
for having worked with
Dave Matthews Band, Foo
Plghten, Everclear and 311.
While
they're serious
about their music. Static
Union mostly is grateful for
how far they have come and
for the support of their fans.
Phillips said, "We would
love to play for a living, but
we're fan-based, we have to
rely on the fans."

The members of Static
Union maintain that what
gives them their edge are
their live shows and their
deep commitment to the
fans' enjoyment.
"You aren't going to see
us just stand there and play.
We always have plenty of
energy. We want to make it a
show for even the people
who come and may not like
our music," Spady said.
Static Union's next live
performance will be on the
release date of their album,
tomorrow at Mainstreet Bar
and Grill. Five Spoke and
The Human Condition also
will be performing.
Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
with Static Union taking the
stage at at 10:45 p.m. Tickets
are $5 with a surcharge for
those under 21 and CDs will
be on sale for $1. For more
information
or
inquiries
about Static Union, check out
the band's Web site at
unvw.itatkunion.com or emaii
them at info@slaticunion.com.

•Oct. 28 through Nov. 9: /irkle House- Exhibits, Monday through
Thursday noon to 5 p.m., Friday through Saturday noon to 4 p.m.
The Artworks Gallery features exhibit by Shannon Stroughton and
The Other Gallery features art by Kendall Barbery and Nick
Barbery, free admission.

1>

Music
"Oct 30: Montpelier Winds Concert. 8 p.m., Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium, $2 admission at the door
•Nov. 3: JMU faculty recital featuring Carl Donakowski on cello, 3
p.m., Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, free admission

£
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(Above, L-R) Bassist Brad Barrett, a senior at
Brldgewater College, lead guitarist Justin West, a Junior at Brldgewater College, drummer Mike Phillips, a
senior at JMU and singer and guitarist Chris Spady, a
Junior at JMU, make up the "post-grunge" outfit Static
Union. The band recently has finished recording Its
debut album, which will be released at their performance tomorrow night at Mainstreet Bar and Grill with
Five Spoke and The Human Condition. Doors open at
8:30 and admislson Is $5 with a surcharge for those
under 21. CDs will be on sale for SI

1

'Oct. 28: Panel Discussion "Should We Invade Iraq " / pm
Health and Human Services Building rm. 2301, Speakers: I hs.m
Ahmed, economics, Glenn Hasted t and Kurt Mills, political science
and Rev. John Grace, coordinator of Campus Ministries, sponsored
by the political science department, free admission.
•Oct 29: JMU Lifelong learning Institute Brown Bag Lunch Series,
11:30 a.m. to 12:45 p.m., Modular building rm. 123. Joan Wooldridge
shows slides about the first Sister City formed between Australia
and the United States, free admission.

Talent Jam rocks
house in Wilson Hall

"Whoever said orange was
the new pink was seriously

Miss Virginia emcees annual event
TALENT.from pagt U
Junior Scott Cummings
said, "I wanted to see this, 1
thought it would be fun,
which it was."
Sophomore Traber Smith
said, "I really en|oyed it I
love hearing original music."
Performer Junk \ [gJJotta, .i
junior and member of Reppin
BDC break dancing group,
said. "The best part of the
evening was Miss Virginia
calling my name out onstage."
Junior Chris Carlson, who
performed a singing and
acoustic guitar solo, said, "I
just really love to perform,
and I enjoyed hearing all the
talent that came out." He sang
a song called "Everybody
Says," which he wrote himself
and is going to be on his second album.

disturbed," - Be Woods,

Between Miss Virginia
throwing prizes to the audience, the rowdy crowd that
came to watch the show
and the joking performers,
one would think that this
competition wasn't about
performing art, yet to the
performers, it was.
"I just wanted to get poetry out there a little more,"
Anthony said. Sophomore
Brian King, who won third
place and $100 with his duo
the CP Boys said, "Last year
we played the talent show.
We wanted to jump start our
group playing around campus." The CP Boys sang
"Midnight Poo," an original
song they wrote.
The Talent Jam took place
at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall
Thursday night.

"Legally Blonde"
A giN who knows her style.
DoyouP
Write Brenna and Alison at
BreezeStyle^hotmail.com

ELLE LOVFMAN/i/uffphMviuphrr
Miss Virginia 2002, Jennifer Pitts, hosted the Talent Jam In
Wilson Hall Thursday night as students showcased their
unique sklMs.

■
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Strength Series:
Hammer Strength Ocf. 29fh 5:30-6:30pm
WcigM/Dur«bBelTsNov. 5 5:30-6:30 pm
Lef fhe URL"C staff show you how to
■:' '"corporate this equipment to fake your workout
routine fo new heights! Register by day before.
:

.

Lifeguard Training Classes
Nov. 1*3 or Nov. 8*10 Tri. 5*8 p«\
Saf.noon-5pmand 5un.noon-6pm .
YouTf learn all fhe skills necessary

Includes CPR and Firsf Aid eerfificafions.

.m*UREC
>r ..»>
i

American Red Cross Course. $75 fee.
Register by Ocf. 31
• .«£$* .$£

uaarmnron iu i

Ocf. 29'h 6-8pm
Come learn 'he basics of fhis Olympic sporf
I

II

r

II

i i

I

\

I I

ackyard march.
Regisfer by Ocf. 28

,

Officiating 101
Nov_ 5 £gpm

tarn fhc basics of officiating and
; determine if you have whaf if fakes 'o
■a^flkofficiafcaf UREC. Register by Nov. 4
Info: www.imu.edu/recreafion or x88700

MONDAY, OCT.

Scoreboard
i- Club of the month
Triathlon club earns club
of the month honors for
September.
SM

story below

MM'I

Swimmirn * Divine
JMU
127
CW
107

Women's Swimming A Divine
JMU
119
CW
12*
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"Right now we are notoriously
slow starters. We need to play
with more pride."
RICHARD SANTANA

senior, men's soccer

VOLLEYBALL

Dukes crush Seahawks, win 10th straight
Bv AYANA BAKHI-.K
contributing writer

Last year when the volleyball
team lost lo the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington,
they were disappointed because
they had rail performed up to
their playing (But*. That loss last
season motivated the team this
season, helping the Dukes crush
the Seahawks 3-0 Friday (or their
10th consecutive win.
"We expected to give them
the payback
Friday
that
they
deserve,"
UNC-W
sophomore

0

middle

blacker K.ik
JMU
Fuchs siid
3
"We had the
motivation and we knew what
we wanted lodo."
The first game of the night
started with a serve from UNCWilmington. Even though the
team tvoc playing .it about

even levels of skill, tlic Dukes
managed to play one step better
than the Seahawks, as JMU took
the game!W-27.
Ih, I hikes had 20 kills, two
errors and 40 team attacks.
Meanwhile, the Seahawks had
15 kills, eight errors and 43
team attacks.
"In the tirst game due to our
serving, we gave the other team
.1 lot of points," |unior defensive
specialist Lauren Ru/icka said.
There wen' a couple of flaws
in the Dukes' first game that they
fixed in the second and third sets
to give themselves tile upperhand for the match.

"In the first game our ball
control wasn't great but it got
better," freshman outside hitter
I mil. v Hussack said.
Coach Disa Gamer said, "I
thought we did a nice job
(Friday]. We kept our composure. When you play a team rait
as good as you, the tempo of the
game changes."
The changes of the game
were a big improvement and the
ball handling from the Dukes
became a lot better. "We were
very dominant and consistant,"
Gamer said.
From this dominance and
consistency, the Dukes were able
to win the second game 30-13.
JMU had 16 kills with only one
error and 28 learn attacks.
Meanwhile, UNC-W only had
the chance to have nine kills with
•- \ i'n errors and 33 team attacks
The third set was just as good
as the second set for JMU. The
Dukes won, finishing off the
Seahawks 30-9.
For JMU. teamwork was the
key and the blocking ability of
Fuchs and senior outside hitter
Jessica Evers helped shut down
UNC-Wilmington's attack.
"I'm really happy about the
outcome of the game," Gamer
said. "This will help us cam the
first seed at our conference tournament," which begins Nov. 22
JMU, now 15-7 (10-2 in the
Colonial Athletic Association),
will face non-conference opponent Virginia Tech in Blacksburg
Tuesday. The Dukes return home
Saturday to face Towson
University at 7 p.m.

U'DRI Yttlll IAMS . •<i paoaejneafi
Junior middle Mocker Dana Jones geti a kill during the Dukes M win ovar the University o( North CaroHna-Wllmlngton Friday, lone*
finished the match with nine kills, the first time this season she didn't total double-digit kills against a conference opponent.

TRIATHLON CLUB

MEN'S GOLF

Triathlon club's hard work
earns club of month honors
BY CHRIS BAST

contributing writer

PHOTC > ttM/RTESY OF Jeff Burke
Senior Jeff Burke, the triathlon club president, grata
water during the White Lake Triathlon In May.

Picking up when? they left off
from last season, the triathlon club
was recognized by the Sports Club
Council as the club of the month for
September. After being named the
sports club of the year List April,
the tmthlon club has exceeded
expectations already this year. A
new crop of triathJetcs has contributed to the club's success thus
far and allowed the club to participate in a number of events in just
one short month.
The season runs from March
through October during which club
members compete in various
triathlons and half-lmnman aimpetitions. According to ■ press
release from the Sports Club
Council, the triathlon club has doubled its membership since the
spring and has participated in several competitions this semester.
Kight members of the club competed
in
the
Mid-Atlantu
Championships at Smith Mountain
Lake Sept. 21, where sophomore
Jeff Mundt was the Virginia 'state
Champion for his age group. Junior
Kirk Hetherington completed a full
length Ironman triathlon competition earner in the year as well.
However, the triathlon club
received club of the month for

much more than its grueling racing
schedule. The club also is invoke.!
in many fund raising, community
sen Ice and aodaj events. The club
has maintained the Jcanhness of
Dry River Road through its AdoptA-Road program and they could be
seen hawking concessions at a
recent IXikes home tootball game.
Triathlon club President Jeff Burke,
a senior, said now that the triathlon
season i- over the club can focus
Bion time and energy on those
endeavors
"All of these [events] bring the
team together and make M ,i
stronger group OHM the nod competition,' Burke Btid
Burke said a big part of the
cluh's siucess this semester has
been the increased membership
and (he contribution and commitment of than new members. "The
team has reallv developed and 1 am
pnnid of the younger members
who are taking on mon' n'sponsibility," Burke said.
Mundt, who is the tn>asun'r ol
the club, agreed with Burke.
"[Triathlon club] has brought in
a new gixxl crew ol tnathletes that
will enhance the quality of the
club," Mundt said.
These mm tnathletes will be the
sir TRIATHLON, page 14

JMU takes first at
The Tillinghast
Led by junior captain Jay
Woodson's second place performance, the men's golf team
took first place at The Tillinghast
in Scarsdale, NY, Oct. 22-23.
Overall, JMU shot a 292-284576, bearing second place
University of California-Irvine
by eight strokes. Woodson finished the tournament with a 7071-141 in his third runner up performance of the year.
Freshmen Dennis G rosier
and Joe Scheffres also placed in
the top five for the tournament,

finishing tied lor fourth. Gnusier
shot a 73-70-143, while Schefiee
carded a 69 on the second day
after shooting 74 the first day to
also finish at 143.
Sophomore Bam l.mderee
finished in a tie for 14th with a
75-74-149, while sophomore
Jason Robertson shot a 77-80-156
totinish Hal
JMU finishes up pLiv at the
Georgetown Hova Invitational
this afternoon, their List tournament of the season for JML.
—fnmt shift rqvrt-*

FIELD HOCKEY

No. 3 Maryland
blanks No. 8 JMU
The No. 3 University of
Maryland Terrapins shut out
No. 8 JMU Sundav in College
Park, Md.
Sunday
Maryland
got revenge
JMU
after
the
0
Dukes
Maryland
knocked off
the Terrapins
3
11-10 last season in Harrisonburg.

JMU held Maryland to onlv
two goals in the first period, but
the Terrapins exploded for five
goals in the second period,
including three within a seven
minute time penod Maryland s
CoUetfl Barbieri and l//\
Palmer each scored two goals
The Dukes return home to
boa
Radfon)
University
Wednesday at 7 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER

Virginia Commonwealth holds off JIWs late attack
Rams'early score in first minute helps VCU set tempo against Dukes in first half
B> Au\M

WISI

contributing writer
i in- Mn'i agom team |m
up a no.il in the tirst K> Seconds to
Virginia
Commonwealth
I nmisiu and eventually Ml to

the visiting Rams, 2-1 .it
Reservoir Street Held Sunday.
"Spotting them i goal in the
iirst manual am something thai
really hurl us," senior defender
i<u h.mi Santana said. "Right now
we are notorious!) slow starters
Wi mvd to play with more pride "
The remainder ,,l ma fuM hall
consisted ol VCU establishing c.il
nil.ited attacks on tin-1 Ink.--' goal
Imt an amy Of shots sailed wide

As a result, JMU only trailed 1-0
going into halftime.
The Dukes' opened up the second half dictating the tempo ol the
game However, a
series of runs on
aUIKUy
the VCU goal
VCU
came up unsucj
cessful. In the 71st
minute, the Rams
JMU
benefited off a
J
* otinterattack and
u ■ i r .ible to score another goal on
trie Dukes as the ball was placed
over the head of red-shirt senior
gtvilkeeper Josh Kovok*nko.
The Dukes quickly countered
thnv minutes later when senior

forward Jukka Sunduuist capital
ized off a free ball in the box by
rocketing the ball past VCU goalkeeper Sill Harek/i.
The Dukes dominated the
remainder ot the game, but were
unable to convert on ■ lv\\ ol
opportunities .is shots Hew over
the goal and off the posts
"I thought we plaved well
today against one ol the lop teams
in the conference, but we gave up
at the goal early on in the game
and had to battle back lor the neat
of the game," freshman dd
man Danny Sheridan said.
"I thought we plaved hard and
aggressively, coach Tom Martin

■rid. Unfortunately we spotted
them that goal in the first minute
and had lo climb back uphill for
the remainder of the game. That's
\er\ hard to do against a team of
VCU's caliber. Unfortunately we
put ourselves in the position of
catch-up today."
On Friday, JMU topped the
University of North CarolinaWilmington 4-2. Senior forward
r.itnce I ilin scored two of the
Dukes' goals. Senior midfielder
It. n Vlunni and senior forward
Andrew Kutledgc each scored a
goal MW«D for JMU
[Ml t.ucs tile Universit\ .it
I M.iw .uv .it home Friday at 7 p.m.

\tOKO\N Kit Hlw,.»
Freshman defender Sttan Skaug |*5) gets a header
the University of North Carolina-Wilmington Friday.
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SPOUTS

Homecoming loss to Massachusetts
extends Dukes' slide to five games

Triathlon
club
continues
success Inefficient JMU offense continues to struggle with injuries, penalties
TRIATHM)N,trom page 13
focus of the club as they continue to train for next season.
"The club will start focusing
more internally on developing
its newer members." Burke
said. "We will be preparing
them for their first triathlons
come the spring."

-66
Sports club of the
month is a tribute to the
hard work of our

returning members and
the energy of our new
members.
— JefT Burke
senior, triathlon club president

99 —
Part of this training will
include a variety of running and
biking races. Though the club
will not compete in its next
triathlon until spring, the members in the club have to feed their
competitiveness somehow and
always are looking for the next
challenge. "We keep moving forward and improving on the
past" Burke said.
The club is excited about
receiving club of the month for
September and Burke praises the
club's hard work in receiving
this award.
"The past month's success
was largely due to their commitment to improving the club
across the board," Burke said.
"Sports club of the month is a
tribute to the hard work of our
returning members and the
energy of our new members."
No doubt the club will be out
using its energy as it hits the road
and trails in preparation for
another successful semester.

HOMECOMING, from f>age 1

Cooke tossed right to red-shirt
sophomore tailback Rondell
Bradley, who threw to the end
zone, searching for red-shirt
freshman wide receiver Nic
Tolley Although the pass was
incomplete, the Minutemen were
called for pass interference, giving the Dukes a first down on the
UMaaB nine-yard line.
"We were struggling to get
plays running," coach Mickey
Matthews said. "They were really pressing us up front. They
were really trying to take our
short throwing game away. They
wen? taking a lot of chances with
their secondary. They were sitting on everything, so we
thought we could get behind
them, which we did. It got us
Kick in the game."
Down a touchdown, JMU
regained possession on its own
18-yard line with four minutes
and 40 seconds to play. On the
second play, red-shirt sophomore
quarterback Matt LeZotte WM hit
on a passing play and left the
game as well.
Although JMU has struggled
without LeZotte in the game this
season, his replacement freshman quarterback fayson Cooke,
picked up where leZotte left off,
continuing the Dukes' march
down the held into UMass territory, setting up the final minute
of the game.
On the first play from the
nine, Bradley ran right and cut
into the end zone, but JMU
was called for holding, voiding
the score.
Now faced with a first and
goal from the 19-yard line,
Cooke threw an incomplete
pass and then ran for seven
yards on second down.
Cooke scrambled again on
third down from the 12, but JMU
again was hit with a penalty —
this time an offensive face mask
on JMU — moving the Dukes
back to the UMass 27-yard line.
On third and goal from the 27,
Cooke passed across the middle

to Mley at the 20-yard line. As
Tolley ran left back across the
middle, he Intern I led to red shirt
senior tailback Brannon Coins,
who ran right until he was forced
out at the one-yard line with 26.1
seconds left. At the end of the
play, UMass was called for a fiveyard facemask, which set up confusion for the I hikes and had
Matthews upset

-66We cannot get over that
hump. We came here
with a lot of confidence
going ino this game.
— Mickey Matthews
fomhall coach

-55
"The thing that happened at
the end of the game was a facemask," Matthews said "It's .i
personal foul, an automatic Stf
down. The whole time alter th.it
penalty, our strategy is that
we've got two plays and an
automatic first down with a
timeout. And just before we sent
our kids out on the field, (the referees! informed me that it wasn't a personal foul. That's why 1
was upset. They waited forever
to let me know that it wasn't a
personal foul.
"All of a sudden, we've got to
use a timeout, and it totally
changed everything "
On fourth and goal from the
one-yard line, Cooke ran a quarterback sneak up the middle, but
was stuffed. Trying to make
something happen, he tossed the
ball back, but the ball fell loose
and UMass's Shannon James
picked up the ball and ran it to
the Minutemen 30-yard line.
From there, UMass ran out the
clock to preserve the win.
Following
the
game,
Matthews Ban he couldn't even

explain the amount of frustration
after the Dukes dropped their
fifth straight game.
"I can't even begin to tell you
when it's your life," Matthews
said. "We cannot get over that
hump. We came here with a lot of
confidence going into this game
'Twice we couldn't make an
inch. You can talk about the officiating alt you want but I told the
kids after the game that if you
can't make an inch, you've got to
credit UMass."
Matthews said he didn't feel
the game got away from them,
but that JMU's missed opportunities were a factor.
With 2:40 left in the first
quarter, red-shirt sophomore
kuker Burke Cieorge missed a
ZVyard field goal attempt, hitting the left upright
Then at the end of the second
quarter, JMU had a first and goal
from the UMass one-yard line,
but failed to get in on three plays
RACHELLE LACRO\XJph,m> rdilor
before the clock ran out
Red-shirt freshman tailback Raymond Hlnes stepa out of
"I don't think it got away. If
bounds on a kick return In Saturday's game against UMass.
you're UMass right now you
played great goal line detn
and we scored another touchCasime," Matthews
said.
Matthews said. "We just coulddown and that proved to be the
"We really scrambled in the
n't knock it in. I thought the game winner."
last quarter and a half at
score should have been 10-0 at
JMU countered on its next
wide
receiver
without
the half. You miss basically an
possession when LeZotte found
HtegtlU and Harrison."
extra point with that field goal
red-shirt
sophomore
Mark
UMass coach Mark Whipple
down there, and then you get
I liggins (Mi a 72-yard pass down
said rw thought the f h. ikes' injury
down to the six-inch line and
to the UMass one-yard line, setproblems were very fortunate for
come away with nothing."
ting up a Bradley touchdown to
his team.
Fkrth teams came away from
pull the Dukes to within 14-7.
"1 said to [junior linebacker
the first half with nothing, as the
The Dukes had a scary
DennardJ Melton (who is out
score was knotted at 0-0.
moment with 11:50 to play in the
with a dislocated left elbow)
The Minutemen got on the
third quarter. On the kickoff,
.liter the game if he would have
board first with the help of spered-shirt freshman defensive
played, they probably would
cial teams On a fourth down and
end Joe Tyson sustained a neckhave beaten us," Whipple
four from the JMU 48-yard line,
related injury and was carried
said. "We got lucky then? and
UMass faked a punt and James
off the field on a backboard and
Harrison got hurt. But our guys
ran 48 yards down the right sidetaken to the hospital. At press
just found a way to win."
line for the score.
time, Tyson was scheduled to
Matthews said he thought
On their next possession,
have more tests done to assess
Cooke played well for LeZotte.
UMass scored again, this
the injury.
"I thought Jayson did good.
time on a five-yard run by
Down the stretch, the Dukes
He did lots better, no question.
Kaunny Rosario.
also lost junior wide receiver
He had a good week of practice,"
"For us to score a touchdown
Alan Harrison, Higgins and
Matthews said.
on special teams is huge,"
red-shirt freshman tight end
With the loss, JMU faUsto^
UMass quarterback Jeff Krohn
Casime Harris.
(2-5 in the Atlantic 10). The
said. "That got us going and we
"We couldn't get in our
Dukes travel to the University of
came out on the next possession goal line set because of
Rhode Island Nov. Z

ANNOYING HEADACHES?
CALL NOW ABOUT A
HEADACHE RESEARCH STUDY
*****

Men and Women, age 18 to 65 yean, are needed to particapate in a headache research %tudy.
This stud) tests an investigational use of a marketed drug for (he treatment ot moderate or
severe headaches Participants must:
• HJU had I lo 6 moderate or severe headaches per month lor the last 6 months
• Have at leuM a one year history of headaches that interfere with their ability to work or enjoy life
• Have never been diagnosed with migraine headaches hy a medical doctor
f-'or more information about this study, please contact.
Shenandoah Valley Neurological Xssociates, Robert McMahon MI) at 540-433-9480

OUT TOMORROW!

PLAN 9 HAS THEM ALL AT SALE PRICES!
Tori Amos - Starlet's Walk
Christina Aguilera - Stripped
Shaggy - lucky Day
Sigur Ros -1 i
Bone Thugs N Harmony - Thug World Order
I Mile Soundtrack Featuring Eminem
Nirvana - Greatest Hits
Tank
BOM THUGS

One Man

Phish - Live Vols. 13-16
Sixpence None the Richer

Sign up lor Plin 9i Wirtly Emuli
Spam fias and VVs Oon'l Stixe
Vox Addt„i< huil m il

Harrisortburg, VA
Serving Hamsonburg &
James Madison University

»>433-PAPA
-w.433-7272

NIWlVEKPANDIDSTOfli*
nitre room lor
Mftoltvenflninil1

Divine Discontent

LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUY'
duck out Mm 9 (w new a mod CDi
tCCaSMHlM. IMSom. India, „„|
IckMiklKilmiiii.itacitl
orasrcaadaiml

NEW bV USED
434-9990

1

H^^SH

KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

Metier Ingredients
Better l'i//.i

Mon-Sat. 10-9, Sunday 12-6
IN HAMUMMHUm WITH STOWS M
CtUmOTflSVHIl AND RICHMOND TOOt

WHAT A RECORD ~

»TOH. ■HOUtn

MI

UOT1W MHMtl YOU jj-/l
vr.i .r-.p-ivi..

,-■ .

,.

WWW.PLAN9imUSIC.COM
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\Js L/-\_ooLL"
FOR RENT
I
I
I
[

Feeling CtimM*? Compnf* our
spacous HouMi. duplexes and
apartments. See photos, prices
and current availability for 2O03
2004 at mm casiieptopcrty.com.

Fourth RoommaU N*»d*a ■>
I slory townhouse. 1300 per month.
I utilities included Contact flense,
B7MN3
Lcngssg ssf freetT Nice housTio
rmnulet from H ourg $r*25/month
I plus utiiHWs No pets, smokers.
f References required Available
I Oecembe*. 8335i?s
1 Female ftxmmitt WwtM - U ■
3 BR house. Completely furrxshed.
I very cioee to campus. VV/0. patio,
garage, and much more. Call for
[ more information. 433 2563

«

1 Bertr..
across from campus $375/m
water and heat included Avausftie
[ Spring semester r-6P Of.qe

FOR SALE
I t Place Pearl Drum Sat ■ raok,
[ dooWe pedal, maple snare. Paste
symoals. $2,700 Contact Gavin.
I 540887 3861

Oell Insplron 7000 Laptop
Computer • Excellent condition.
Ashing.
$550.
For
more
information, call Mary. 574-3447.
Masse«Mtte*~Time than . 4tt|
woe* S. f
I Sleeps
8. lull Kitchen (ecuill, sauna.
double deck. $6.0O0/wk . ob.o
7032554712
IMS Ferd Bronco H - 4*0. 3 Inch
lift, good condition, great for fourwheeling. $2,500. or best offer.
Call 5404 3&0681
Washer • Kenmore, compact,
excellent condition (l paid $500).
$200 Dryer • Whvtpool. stechaoie.
small to medium sized, $60 Call
57*2306.
%3 Dodge Colt • low mileage.
Sorr worh needed $1.70O'neg
0stt43M197

Come Have Fun With Us! we need
outgu'flg ju'TipMarters with high
energy hours per week. Great pay
arxl benefits Can 4347290.

I 1 ;iii 1 iiiiiiv • Sororities
Oibs'MiidenH.roiips
I jm$l.lHHi-W.fJOiiihiN
tcmcMcr with J proven
Jr.iiM.-r > hour
fundraiting event

Thr.«. 227 N. Mam.

$10,900. 080 432 1018. Sit. 4
(daytime); Chns.

Classic Photography - looking for
outgoing, dependable students
interested in photography. Flexible
evening hours, great pay. No
experience needed will tram
Please call Jenn: 612 7466. Erin.
612-7464; or Katie (toll freel
R66RR2 2897

Holiday Lake 4 II Center
(Central Virginia} Summer
Camp Staff Positions
Stan Coordinator WaianVent
Director. RrMdeni Latgtaanl
Niimc/EMT. Store Kreprr/ Office
Aawlstant. InWntciont. Canoeing.
Rlflery. Archery. Outdoor Living
SktUs. Rope. Courar (hl»rh * lovr}.
Ilem Arunwla. Forestry. Per
forming Arts. Tnttnlnjt H« hided
Application Deadline I
December 16. 2002
Employment Period:
June 2 - August 15. 2003
Contact:
Dryun Branch. Program
Director. 434-248-5444
Rt 2. Bos 630
Appomattox. VA 24522
bbranchVvt edn
EOAA

Oar programs make
fuadrilUnf ME) wit* ae rfcfci.
Fuadrswing dam arc fitting yunkly.
•o an with the pro|rim! It work*

! ItM Fere Cwrtaw - 5 speedTve.
84.000 miles, great shape, new
[ ures. Battery. Perfect student car'
I $4,395. oest offer 8799947

S9.2S Guaranteed Appt.
All majors welcome.
Customer Service/Sales
No door to door and no
telemarketing Great resume
expenence Conditions apply
Apply online at

S1.S0O Weekly Petswtla! ■ mgeftlf,
our circulars. Free information Can
2036830202.

Make A Difference
Next Summer

Contact Campuar undraiicr
■lM*-«2J-i:iS. or nut
«■«» , ur»fHiifiiitdrui

Act Nowl Guarantee the best
sprtng break prices' South Padre,
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapulco. Florida, and Mardlgraa.
Travel free, reps needed, earn
$$$ Group discounts tor 6-. Cell
1-888-THINKSUN (1-8886446578.
dept 2626.)
www tDnngDfeakdiscounti.com

SCHOLARSHIPS/
INTERNSHIPS
AVAILABLE

• Fun gales Positions - open at
Valley Mall. $6 $2B/hour Must
have outgoing, fun personality.
Sales experience a plus Call
437-1038.

HELP WANTED

Tfy us! Gift &
I CRV IX AWD
I with extras, excellent condition.
I 115.000 miles Beiow NAOA at

■ Heeded - $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-80O 2933985. ext 215.

#1 las1isi^ree*rvs<a«anal 110%
best prices' Mexico. Jamaica,
Bahamas. Florida. Texas. Book now
and receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted'
1-80O2347007
endiess'te" «■>#'lours, rom

wntv.coltegfincomexom

SERVICES
Vou Can See The Doctor Now at Patient Care Plus in Staunton
SOOe.m -10.00 pm 365 days
a year And we'll mast you
anytime after hours. Just call
540885 6786. Board certified
emergency physicians, treys.
treatment of all minor Illnesses
and injuries No wailing evertings
and nights.
Long Distance 3.9 ceats/
minute - No fees. No 1O10. Call
1 866-366-3489.
http /bost-aies iscool net

TRAVEL
Spring Break 2003 ■ is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco. Maiatlan.
Jamaica, Bahamas. South Padre,
Las Vegas. Florida, and Ibua.
Book early and get free meals!
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and Is now hiring
salaried Salespeople. Campus
Reps, and On-site Staff. Contact
www.studentexpress.com or 1-800787 3787 for details.

el Sprln* Ireak Operator)
Awesome deals on packages with
fret meal plans for Cancun 4
Jamaica Book by October 31st.
Call us today. 1-866 273 2500
www vagabondf ours com
Spring Break Insanity! Call
1 800 327 6013 or check out
www mrercampus.com Guaranteed
lowest pnees Honest destinations
free meals and parties! Cancun,
Jamaica. Florida and Bahamas
Party Cruise! Our 17th year! Reps
wanted free trips!
Spring
Rreak
2003
with
StudewtCHy ceml H/trrp air. hotel.
free food and 150% lowest price
guarantee' Reps wanted! Organza
15 friends, earn 2 free trips. VIP
treatment, cash and priies to
promote StudentClty.com! Cal
1800-2931445 or email
saless9studentc ity.com today!
NOTIC'K
For more information and
atsWlasce regarding the
invntigaiioi of ftasariag ruavst
opsMsa.aa*****
|MSTIBS1BWIHS«,ISI
148S.533-550I

CAMGW • ACWaUfl 9.JNMlU

At Lastl Spring Break Is Nearl
Book before Nov 6th Free meals.
■ ps. lowest prices

PERSONALS
SfU TtTPS IT JMil
(AM CASH, W Pill!

|g
W.»«.4MS
1.100.44*.
ilitravel.toi
Lion

Skydlve! f"P day firs' '
skydives dom 2 1 /2 miles up!
22 Jumper aircralt .'VJU student
discounts' Call 1 877 348-3759
,877 DIVE SKY)
www s*ydiwtorange.corr
lUXHI.Ml \i\
HLUKE4 I!MY
i: •
ntrn. faarim. CSWMI, ffWirm.
AM. rUnii, Irak*, ftaar
(i«M»i Ik Mi[». Ilamld-Mcu
Kanl >2I phmr V*«hv
WiWwuS>w res
M«)

Wanted) Spring Breakers! SCV
wants to send you on Spring Break
2003 to Cancun. Aceputco. Ma/aUan.
jarruaca or the Bahamas tor Ireal Call
now at 180O79M786 or email at
safcaseHunc oast vac at mns com.
Ill Carl, Special.! -i -.ng freeh
Bahamas parly cruise! 5 days
$298! Includes meals, parties'
Awesome beeches, nightlife"
Departs 'rom Florida' Get group go freel sprlngtavaMrawff.com
18006786386
JMU earing Bfeek...Are you Doing?
Then go Direct" Book now and get
guaranteed lowest pre*, free meats.
and free insurance! Campus reps
wanted! Organue some friends
travel (real We have zero customer
compiaintsl
1-800 367 1252
www springbraasidaect.com
111 Early Spring Break Specletel
Cancun & Jamaica from $429'
Free breakfast, dinners & parties*
Award winning company" Group
leaders free! Florida vacations from
$149! springoreaafrawW com
lM0678fiW>

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED
ADS!
$3.00 for the first lOwonh
S: («l foi each add I lOwocdl
HLvkadsarcSIOyinch

Now accepting
credit cards!
VIM

or Muter Card

Place vuur id todav!

568-6127

Recycle this
Katherine A. Martin, D.O.
Family Practice Physician
.Surnc i/iii- appointment' avaHabit

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS

Olde Mill Village

Host insurance is accepted
Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages
(540) 438-9292

I'l.S S. Hisli Street (Next it. ,-.»)J I ton on Soutluq 42

open 7 days a week

433.9181

Cheap Nights at Acme
Acme VideO Use This Coupon For

Rent 1, Get I Free
Sunday-Thursday Only

Kt. 33 East
fmjft to Wtndy's, across from Paroo's)

Town and Campus Records
20 West Water St
Downtown Harrisonburq

Mon-Fri u-8 Sat 11-6
433-55SO
Call for directions

*&*

Iirvana

-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease.
*****

Exp. 11/07/02

VIDEO

ice

"It's more laid-back over here...and
you can't beat the price and location."

,V

"This is great! This is definitely a
best kept secret."
-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village
*****

Free ethernet. cable, and
phone service in each room!

pLfhl/ MLLe/>t.)/]

Mardlyn Manson/(dvd)

Now taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year.

Siarur\RQB, Bic Rvjnfa, C. Ae/iiilera anc/ mare!
•^Hundreds of new and used CC>^!
.Everyday low prices!
■ Very f^st free special order><ervice.

Office hours: 9 am-12 noon, 1:30 5 pm Monday through Friday,
10 am-2 pm Saturday

11-A South Avc.
432-9502
www.oldernillvillage.coin

Howie Day CD on sale now $&99

TOWN & CAMPUS
DVANTACT RRAt TY
ANAt.l MIM CK I

161 THE

BREEZE I MONDAY, OCT.

28, 2002

We now accept FLEX on your JAC card!
Delivery available at night
MYoi/CanEaf

»Can Eat

$7.99
Thumbs & Toes

$7.99
Thumbs & Toes
Toes, after 9

7i/e$. alter 9

V

Spotlight

Use your JAC
to pay with FLEX
at these local
businesses.

/ V

■
ngpi

Its Late, You're Hungry,

And JAC is Buying!
JAC accepted over the phone
for delivery orders
at Chanellos Pizza

The Campus Pizza

CampUS One Large

The Campus Pizza

$

^pctldlst Pizza

PartV Five Large

-^

-

One Topping

$

Pack: Pizzas

SE^AC

574-4700
425 N. Main St • Harrisonburg

2 Large
pping $10.

Add a
two Liter
deyorVy I taarrfi,

Sun-Wed. 11 am-2 am
Thurs-Sat. 11 am-3:30 am

T
I
I

Tuesday Deal

Monday Deal

Hours:

.49C
tmH

""'y

■

Wednesday Deal
,d an
rder of
to any largo ptaa

.49C
«miton« ptrontafwidnowiiay only

